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ABSTRACT
This project will study the design and testing of a low-cost dynamometer for
milling dynamic force measurement. The monolithic design is based on
constrained-motion/flexure-based kinematics, where force is inferred from
displacement measured using a low-cost optical interrupter (i.e., a knife edge that
partially interrupts the light beam in an emitter-detector pair). The time-dependent
displacement of the dynamometer’s moving platform caused by the milling force is
converted to the frequency domain, multiplied by the inverse of the dynamometer’s
ideally single degree of freedom (SDOF) frequency response function (FRF), and
converted back into the time-domain to obtain the time-dependent cutting force.
The basic science to be examined is the process dynamics and vibration behavior
of the innovative dynamometer design and the ability to measure dynamic cutting
forces by applying a structural deconvolution technique. A vibration transducer with
high resolution, signal-to-noise ratio, and linearity is therefore able to accurately
deconvolve dynamic forces from the measured displacement using the
dynamometer’s FRF. This dynamometer will enable accurate and repeatable static
and dynamic force measurement for milling operations; however, this approach
can be extended to turning, grinding, and drilling as well. A SDOF constrainedmotion dynamometer will be designed, manufactured, and evaluated against a
commercially available, piezoelectric dynamometer system to validate the
displacement-based cutting force approach. A milling process model will be
implemented through the solution of second-order, time-delay differential
v

equations of motion that describe the milling behavior [1]. Experiments will be
performed to identify the critical stability limit for the various dynamometer systems
and mechanistic cutting force coefficients.
The

sensor

selection,

monolithic

constrained-motion

design,

and

companion structural deconvolution technique will provide an innovative, low-cost,
high fidelity cutting force dynamometer for use in both production and research
environments This approach offers the potential for reduced uncertainty cutting
force measurement and significant advancement of metrology for machining
operations including the in-process assessment of tool wear and the
corresponding machining process health.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

With the development of computer numerically controlled (CNC) machine
tools, the demand for higher quality, productivity, efficiency, and reliability of the
manufacturing processes increased [1-5, 7]. The need for reliable and effective
sensors for CNC machine tools to monitor and inspect the cutting process and
condition of cutting tools has become necessary not only as a prognosis tool, but
also as an embedded sensor for the cyber-physical manufacturing infrastructure.
Among the variety of signals that may be measured for machining operations,
cutting force is essential for understanding the fundamental physical mechanics
and dynamics of machining processes [11-13]. Cutting force determines the power
requirements for a machine tool’s spindle and feed drives; it also enables the
calculation of deflections in the machine tool structure and workpiece/fixture.
Depending on the operating parameters, the cutting force causes self-excited
(chatter) or forced vibrations, which can reduce the machined workpiece quality
[1-2]. While piezoelectric approaches may be implemented to yield acceptable
measurement results, the inherent limitations including low reliability, high cost,
and expertise to operate prevent the method from being widely applied across
small to large machine shops.

1

Originality
This research builds upon concepts described in [14] to provide a low-cost,
high fidelity dynamometer that will democratize cutting force measurement. It has
been noted that the integration of measuring systems should be as close to the
machining point as possible [5, 15]. This lowers the influence of the transmissibility
behavior. Additionally, the integration of the measurement system should not
restrict the working space of the machine tool and cutting parameters. Considering
these

requirements,

flexure-based

mechanisms

were

selected

for

the

dynamometer design. The approach leverages prior research efforts focused on
the development of the kinematics required to describe flexure mechanisms [1622]. Advantages of flexure-based mechanism include monolithic design resulting
in wear-free behavior, negligible backlash, smooth and continuous displacement
characteristics, and a linear relationship between force and displacements [16-22].
The proposed force measurement system is distinguished from prior efforts
because it couples a flexure-based constrained-motion mechanism with a low-cost
optical displacement sensor (or knife edge sensor, KES); see Figure 1.1. The
dynamometer’s SDOF structural dynamics are designed to achieve a highresolution force response within a prescribed measurement bandwidth. The
displacement-based, structural deconvolution approach provides a novel, low-cost
milling force measurement system.

2

Movable
platform

Flexure leaf

Optical interrupter

Knife edge

Figure 1.1.Top view and bottom view of the constrained-motion dynamometer. The material sample
is attached to the moving platform which is supported by four leaf-type flexure elements. The
platform displacement is measured by the KES and used to determine force.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

In manufacturing research, metal cutting mechanics have been studied for
more than a century [1-3]. Due to the complexity of material removal processes,
the modeling of cutting mechanics remains an area of academic and industrial
interest. In this context, the cutting force is a significant quantity. As a result of the
high sensitivity and rapid response of the cutting force signal to changes in cutting
condition [4-5, 7], the force signal can be processed for various tasks to optimize
machine tool usage, such as: 1) adaptive feed rate control to keep the applied
force at a predetermined level [1-4]; 2) tool wear evaluation from a comparative
force level [9-13]; 3) force monitoring for the detection of chatter vibrations [1-2,413]; and 4) force monitoring for the detection of tool breakage in milling [9-13].
Force is a vector quantity which implies that a measuring system must have
the capability to quantify amplitude and direction of the force of interest [8-10]. The
measurand, in this case, force, must be transformed into a physical quantity with
a known input-output relationship which is realized by at least one principle of
measurement in the transducer; see Table 2.1. Cutting forces are always
estimated by using indirect methods, i.e., by measuring the effects of cutting forces
such as local deformations, displacements, or accelerations of mechanical
elements composing the machining system [8-10]. In practice, multi-axis
dynamometers based on piezoelectric sensors provide the most common solution
for cutting force measurement. A typical dynamometer consists of three or four
4

Table 2.1. Comparison of different principles of measurements for cutting force realization.

Principle of
measurement
Piezoelectric
Capacitive
Inductive
Piezoresistive
Resistive
Drive current
Compliance

Output response description
Generation of charge by
deformation of piezoelectric
material
Change in capacitance
Change in electromagnetic
induction
Change in resistance
(Semiconductor strain gauge)
Change in resistance
(Wire/metal film strain gauge)
Change
in
current
consumption by the driving
motors of the machine tool
Change in mechanical elastic
deformation
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Output quantity unit
C
F
V
Ω
Ω
A
m/N

piezoelectric transducers compressed under high preloads between two stiff plates
[8-9]. The transducers consist of thin slabs of the piezoelectric material cut in a
precise orientation to the crystal axes depending on the application [10]. The
dynamic deflections of the dynamometer’s piezoelectric transducers during
machining operations produce a charge which is converted into a voltage
proportional to the force that caused the deformation [1-2, 8-10]. However, the
dynamic properties of the dynamometer must be considered when operating at or
near the dynamometer’s natural frequencies. At the natural frequencies there is an
artificial amplification of force signals which lead to distorted force readings that do
not accurately reflect the actual machining process [1-2, 4-7].
Given these measurement limitations, prior research efforts have
addressed alternative force measuring dynamometer designs. Schmitz et al. [14]
presented a high frequency (10-16 kHz) dynamometer based on two coupled,
single degree-of-freedom (SDOF) flexures which interact to produce vibration
modes that bracket the bandwidth of interest. Korkut [23] developed a
dynamometer which used four octagonal rings placed between two plates. Strain
gauges were mounted on the octagonal rings and the cutting force was inferred
from the strain gauge measurements. Yaldiz et al. [24-25] described the
development of a four-component dynamometer to measure static and dynamic
cutting forces and torque using strain-gauge based sensors for milling and turning
operations using similar octagonal rings. Transchel et al. [26] developed a high
frequency (up to 5 kHz) dynamometer where sensitive piezoelectric sensors were
6

Figure 2.1. Piezoelectric transducers typically incorporate a quartz element which is sensitive to
either compressive (blue) or shear loads. The shear cut (red) is used for multi-component force
and acceleration measuring transducers. Transverse cuts (purple) are used for alternate pressure
transducers [10].

Figure 2.2. Cutting force dynamometer design [8, 10].
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pre-loaded with a common bolt resulting an improved dynamic stiffness. The mass
of the workpiece holder plate was minimized by using a titanium alloy. Totis et al.
[27-28] developed a plate-type dynamometer using three high-sensitivity tri-axial
piezoelectric force sensors for milling and drilling applications. The novel sensor
configuration provided higher natural frequencies and, therefore, increased
bandwidth. Integration of force sensors into the machine spindle/tool have been
explored comprehensively [29-33]. Smith et al. [33] developed a spindle-based
torque dynamometer which was placed between the tool and holder on
conventional tooling. The strain gauge-based sensor provided a bandwidth up to
2 kHz. Altintas and Park [34-35] developed a Spindle Integrated Force Sensor
system where the cutting forces were measured from six piezoelectric sensors
embedded in the spindle housing using a circular arrangement. A disturbance
Kalman filter was designed to estimate the high frequency harmonics of the cutting
forces applied at the tool tip. Aoyama and Ishii [36] utilized the Villari effect to
determine cutting force components, cutting torque, and tool deflections. This was
performed by detecting the intensity and direction of the magnetic field related to
the material strain which was used to identify the applied force. Ettrichratz et al.
[37] presented a novel cutting force measurement system using piezoceramic
layers applied on a carbide sensor plate that was mounted next to a cutting insert.
In doing so, the force measurement was moved closer to the cutting point of
contact which resulted in a more accurate representation of the cutting process.

8

Alternative approaches for accurate cutting force measurement have
included post-processing of measured force data to remove the structural
dynamics of the dynamometer. Tlusty et al. [6] and Tounsi et al. [38-39] performed
accelerometric compensation of distorted cutting forces by estimating inertial and
damping errors. By adding the inertial and damping forces to the measured forces,
a more accurate representation of the applied force was provided. Altintas and
Park [34-35, 40-41] designed a disturbance Kalman filter to remove the structural
dynamic influence of the spindle transfer functions in the Spindle Integrated Force
Sensor system. Totis et al. [42] applied Kalman filtering to improve the achievable
frequency bandwidth. Castro et al. [43] attenuated high frequency amplification
due to “cross-talk” between the dynamometer’s component axes through the
system’s transmissibility matrix. Korkmaz and Ozdoganlar et al. [44-47]
compensated high frequency (25 kHz) dynamometer distortions through a 3x3
force-to-force frequency response function (FRF) inverse filter. Scippa et al. [48]
designed two Kalman-like filters, “band-fitting” and “parallel elaboration”, to
compensate for high frequency attenuation of cutting forces. Fundamental to these
approaches is the use of the dynamometer’s frequency response function, either
in an inverse compensation filter or Kalman filter approach [34-35, 40-52]. While
previous efforts can provide consistent compensated forces, they lose correction
accuracy if the multi-mode FRF cannot be accurately fitted [49-52]. Further, the
inverse and Kalman filters require a relatively complex curve fitting procedure with
a significant computational expense.
9

CHAPTER THREE
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Milling description
Milling process model simulation
The forcing function in milling is defined by the periodic entry and exit of
each tooth on the rotating cutter to/from the workpiece material [1-3]. This periodic
forcing function occurs at the tooth passing frequency (i.e., the product of the
spindle speed and the number of teeth) and excites the tool and/or workpiece
dynamics. A time delay is introduced because the surface left by the previous tooth
affects the chip thickness for the current tooth. Time-domain simulation includes
the numerical solution of the time-delay, second-order differential equations of
motion. The simulation implemented in this study is based on the “regenerative
force, dynamic deflection” model described by Smith and Tlusty [1, 53]. The
simulation provides both modeling and predictive capabilities which will enable a
quantitative comparison between the cutting force dynamometers. Time-domain
simulation is selected for this work to:
1) enable the force/deflection amplitudes to be predicted and validated
2) allows for a variety of tool geometries including an arbitrary number of
cutting teeth, variable teeth spacing, variable helix angles, and cutter teeth runout
3) discern signal quality between alternative dynamometer systems using
the force/deflection frequency content.
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The simulation proceeds as described by Schmitz and Smith [1]:
•

The instantaneous chip thickness is determined using the vibration of the
current and previous teeth at the selected tooth angle

•

The cutting force components in the tangential (t) and normal (n) directions are
calculated using (1) and (2), where b is the axial depth of cut h(t) is the
instantaneous chip thickness, and the cutitng force coefficients are identfied by
the subscripts t or n for direction and c or e for cutting or edge effect.

•

𝐹𝑡 = 𝑘𝑡𝑐 𝑏ℎ(𝑡) + 𝑘𝑡𝑒 𝑏

(1)

𝐹𝑛 = 𝑘𝑛𝑐 𝑏ℎ(𝑡) + 𝑘𝑛𝑒 𝑏

(2)

The force components are used to find the new displacements by numerical
solution of the differential equaitons of motion in the x (feed) and y directions
shown by (3) and (4):

•

𝑚𝑥 𝑥̈ + 𝑐𝑥 𝑥̇ + 𝑘𝑥 = 𝐹𝑡 cos(𝜑) + 𝐹𝑛 sin(𝜑)

(3)

𝑚𝑦 𝑦̈ + 𝑐𝑦 𝑦̇ + 𝑘𝑦 = 𝐹𝑡 sin(𝜑) − 𝐹𝑛 cos(𝜑)

(4)

The tooth angle is incremented, and the process is repeated. Modal parameters
are used to describe the system dynamics in the x (feed) and y directions,
where multiple degrees of freedom in each direction can be incorporated, see
Figure 3.1.
The instantaneous chip thickness depends on the nominal, tooth angle-

dependent chip thickness, the current vibration in the direction normal to the
surface, and the vibration of previous teeth at the same angle. The chip-thickness
can be expressed using the circular tool path approximation defined in (5).
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Figure 3.1. Geometry of instantaneous chip thickness in milling. The normal and tangential direction
cutting forces, Ft and Fn, are identified. The fixed x and y directions, as well as the rotating normal
direction, n, are shown. The angle, φ, defines the tooth angle. The tool feed is to the right for the
clockwise tool rotation and the axial depth is in the z direction.
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ℎ(𝑡) = 𝑓𝑡 sin 𝜑 + 𝑛(𝑡 − 𝜏) − 𝑛(𝑡)

(5)

Where, ft is the commanded feed per tooth, φ is the tooth angle, n is the
60

normal direction, and τ is the tooth period. The tooth period is defined as 𝜏 = Ω∙𝑁𝑡
(sec), where Ω is the spindle speed in rpm and Nt is the number of teeth. The
vibration in the surface normal direction for the current tooth depends on the x and
y vibration as well as the tooth angle according to (6).
𝑛 = 𝑥 sin(𝜑) − 𝑦 cos(𝜑)

(6)

The simulation strategy is to divide the angle of the cut into a discrete
number of steps. At each small-time step, dt, the cutter angle is incremented by
the corresponding small angle, dφ. This approach enables convenient computation
of the chip thickness for each simulation step because the possible teeth
orientations are predefined, and the surface created by the previous teeth at each
angle may be stored.
•

The cutter rotation increment depends on the selection of the number of steps
per revolution, SR, specifically, 𝑑𝜑 =

•

The corresponding time step is 𝑑𝑡 =

360
𝑆𝑅
60
Ω∙𝑆𝑅

(deg).
(sec), where Ω is the spindle speed

in rpm.
•

A vector of angles is defined to represent the potential orientation of the teeth
as the cutter is rotated througgh one revolution of the circular tool path, 𝜑 =
[0, 𝑑𝜑, 2𝑑𝜑, 3𝑑𝜑, … (𝑆𝑅 − 1)𝑑𝜑]; the locations of the teeth in the cut are defined
by referencies entries in this vector.
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•

The cut entry/exit angles are determined based on the radial depth and up or
down milling conditions.

•

The number of cutter revolutions, R, is specefied for the simulation.
The simulation is completed using the following steps within a single loop

with index, i, which is completed 𝑆𝑅 ∙ 𝑁𝑡 ∙ 𝑅 times (once for each time step over the
selected number of revolutions).
•

If the current entry in h(i) is greater than zero, calculate the current vibration
normal to the cut surface, 𝑛(𝑖) = 𝑥(𝑖 − 1) sin(𝜑(𝑖)) − 𝑦(𝑖 − 1) cos(𝜑(𝑖)) where
i is the loop index and x/y are the cutter deflections from the previous time step.
Using n(i), calculate the instantaneous chip thickness, ℎ(𝑖) = 𝑓𝑡 sin 𝜑 +
𝑛(𝑖 − 𝜏) − 𝑛(𝑖), which depends on the normal vibration for both the current (i)
and previous (i-τ) teeth.

•

If h(i) is greater than zero, calculate the tangential and normal cutting force
components using 𝐹𝑡 = 𝑘𝑡𝑐 𝑏ℎ(𝑖) + 𝑘𝑡𝑒 𝑏 and 𝐹𝑛 = 𝑘𝑛𝑐 𝑏ℎ(𝑖) + 𝑘𝑛𝑒 𝑏, where b is
the axial depth of cut and the k terms are the cutting force coefficients (the c
subscripts denote cutting and the e subscripts represent edge, or rubbing,
terms). Project these forces into the x and y directions via:

•

𝐹𝑥 (𝑖) = 𝐹𝑡 cos 𝜑(𝑖) + 𝐹𝑛 sin 𝜑(𝑖)

(7)

𝐹𝑦 (𝑖) = 𝐹𝑡 sin 𝜑(𝑖) − 𝐹𝑛 cos 𝜑(𝑖)

(8)

If h(i) is less than or equal to zero, set the x and y forces to zero. Note that this
step incorporates the nonlinearity which occurs when the vibration levels are
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large enough that a tooth leaves the cut (in this case, the chip thickness is
negative
•

Given the current x and y forces, calculate the current acceleration in the x and
y directions, (9) and (10), respectively.
𝑥̈ (𝑖) =

𝐹𝑥 (𝑖) − 𝑐𝑥 𝑥̇ (𝑖 − 1) − 𝑘𝑥 𝑥(𝑖 − 1)
𝑚𝑥

(9)

𝑦̈ (𝑖) =

𝐹𝑦 (𝑖) − 𝑐𝑦 𝑦̇ (𝑖 − 1) − 𝑘𝑦 𝑦(𝑖 − 1)
𝑚𝑦

(10)

Where, mx/y, cx/y, and kx/y are the modal mass, viscous damping, and
stiffness values for the tool. Also, the single overdot identifies velocities. The
current velocities are calculated using modified Euler integration. This fixed-step
numerical scheme was selected because it is robust provided the time step is
sufficiently small.

•

𝑥̇ (𝑖) = 𝑥̇ (𝑖 − 1) + 𝑥̈ (𝑖) ∙ 𝑑𝑡

(11)

𝑦̇ (𝑖) = 𝑦̇ (𝑖 − 1) + 𝑦̈ (𝑖) ∙ 𝑑𝑡

(12)

The current displacements are calculated by:
𝑥(𝑖) = 𝑥(𝑖 − 1) + 𝑥̇ (𝑖) ∙ 𝑑𝑡

(13)

𝑦(𝑖) = 𝑦(𝑖 − 1) + 𝑦̇ (𝑖) ∙ 𝑑𝑡

(14)

. The simulation can be extended to include:
1) Helix angle - the axial depth of cut is segmented into multiple slices with width
db, where each slice is rotated relative to the next by the angle,
depends on the helix angle, γ, and the tool radius, r.
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𝑑𝑏∙tan 𝛾
𝑟

, which

2) Multiple tool modes – the x and y forces are used to calculate the acceleration,
velocity, and displacement for each tool mode (represented by the modal
parameters) and the results are summed in each direction.
3) Flexible workpiece dynamics – the x and y forces are also used to determine
the workpiece deflections, again by numerical integration, and the relative toolworkpiece vibration is used to calculate the instantaneous chip thickness.
4) Runout of the cutter teeth – the chip thickness is updated by the runout of the
current tooth.
5) Unequal teeth spacing – the tooth angle vector is modified to account for the
actual tooth pitch.
Since this approach provides local, rather than global, information about the
process behavior for a given axial depth of cut and spindle speed; a once-per-tooth
(OPT) sampling strategy can be implemented to calculate a stability metric. the
absolute values of the differences in pars of sequentially sampled points are
summed and then normalized to the number of sample points (15). For forced
synchronous vibration, the points repeat so this metric is ideally zero. For other
behaviors, it is greater than zero [54-55].
|𝑥𝑠 (𝑖) − 𝑥𝑠 (𝑖 − 1)|
𝑁
𝑖=2
𝑁

𝑀=∑

(15)

Where, xs is the vector of OPT sampled x displacements and N is the length
of the xs vector. Sample results from the milling process model simulation and OPT
sampling strategy are provided in Figures 3.2-3.4 for stable cutting conditions
where the stability metric sufficiently small.
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Figure 3.2. Sample time-domain cutting forces for a one flute tool at a spindle speed of 5000 rpm
in the x and y-directions. The red circles indicate OPT sampled points

Figure 3.3. Sample time-domain tool displacements for a one flute tool at a spindle speed of 5000
rpm in the x and y-directions. The red circles indicate OPT sampled points.
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Figure 3.4. Sample time-domain workpiece displacements for a one flute tool at a spindle speed of
5000 rpm in the x and y-directions. The red circles indicate OPT sampled points.
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Milling stability
A brief discussion on machining vibrations is now presented to introduce
milling instability, or chatter, which adversely affects productivity, material removal
rates, and dimensional accuracy. The first fundamental investigations into chatter
revealed that chatter is a self-excited vibration which results from “regeneration
effects” on the instantaneous chip thickness [1-2]. In milling, the time-delayed
surface regeneration occurs from tooth to tooth, rather than from revolution to
revolution as in turning. Emphasized by Figure 3.1, the wavy surface left behind
by one tooth is removed by the second and so on. As a result, this provides a
feedback mechanism since the instantaneous chip thickness depends on both the
current vibration and the surface left behind by the previous tooth. This variable
chip thickness dictates the cutting force which, in turn, affects subsequent tool
vibrations (i.e., dynamic deflections). Since the cutting force imparts a relative
displacement between the tool and workpiece, the instantaneous chip thickness
experiences waviness on its inner and outer surfaces caused the current vibration
and the surface left behind by the previous tooth. Depending on the gain, or chip
width b, of the system and the relative phasing in the vibration between subsequent
teeth, the dynamics of the cutting system can be unstable, leading to exponentially
large forces and vibrations until the tool jumps out of the cut [1-3].
In a stable cut, the wavy surface and current vibration between two
subsequent teeth are in-phase. Although the cutting tool is vibrating during material
removal, the instantaneous chip thickness is nearly constant. This vibration
behavior is characteristic of forced vibration only, resulting in stable cutting [1-3].
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An example of this type of cutting behavior is illustrated in Figure 3.5. Alternatively,
a counter example is illustrated by Figure 3.6 demonstrates a case where the
current vibration between two subsequent teeth is out-of-phase. This results in a
significant variation in chip thickness resulting in large variations in cutting forces
and subsequently dynamic deflections. This behavior can lead to self-excited
vibrations and unstable cutting conditions depending on the chip width, b. As noted
previously, this type of unstable cutting is referred to as chatter [1-3].
There are numerous models for predicting regions of stable and unstable
behavior, the result is what is referred to as the stability lobe diagram (SLD). A
representative SLD is presented in Figure 3.7. The SLD provides a map of the
limiting axial depth of cut as a function of spindle speed. For this research, two
strategies are adopted to establish stability. The first is a frequency domain Fourier
series approach presented by Altintas and Budak [56]. In this approach, the time
varying coefficients of the dynamic milling equations, which depend on the angular
orientation of the cutter as it rotates through the cut, are expanded into a Fourier
series, and then truncated to include only the average component to provide a
time-invariant analytical solution. The second, is a time-domain approach, outlined
in the previous section as the milling-process model simulation. To construct a
stability map using the time-domain approach, a grid of simulations is completed
over a range of spindle speed and axial depth values. The stability metric defined
in (15) is used to determine stable and unstable cutting over the grid of simulations.
This method allows for a quantitative assessment of stability for the CMD.
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Figure 3.5. Constant chip thickness where the phase relationship between two consecutive
revolutions is in-phase. This is indicative of a stable milling condition.

Figure 3.6. Chip thickness variation where the phase relationship between two consecutive
revolutions is out-of-phase. This is indicative of an unstable milling condition.
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Unstable

Stable

Figure 3.7. Stability lobe diagram.
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Structural deconvolution simulation
Structural deconvolution is described in this section. To demonstrate the
technique, a simulation was coded in MATLAB® to model the deconvolution of the
structural dynamics for a SDOF system, see Appendix A for supplementary code.
The first step in performing the deconvolution is to measure the system’s FRF; see
Figure 3.8. Using the flexure’s modal mass, damping, and stiffness, the solution to
the differential equation of motion was obtained by numerical integration in the time
domain; see (16).
𝑚𝑥̈ + 𝑐𝑥̇ + 𝑘 = 𝐹(𝑡)

(16)

Where, m is the mass, c is the viscous damping coefficient, k is the stiffness,
x is the displacement, the overdots indicate time derivatives, and F(t) is the
externally applied force that is to be determined from the displacement signal, x [1,
57]. The modal parameters used in the simulation are provided in Table 3.1. In
most applications, flexure mechanisms will exhibit inherently low damping [45-50].
It is not uncommon to encounter viscous damping ratios from 0.01% to 1%.
Partial radial immersion cutting forces resemble a train of periodic impulses
as each tooth enters and exits the cut [1-2, 57]. Therefore, a half-wave rectified
sine signal was selected to emulate the forces that may be encountered during
milling operations. The piecewise description of the half-wave rectified sine signal
consists of two portions when defined over exactly one period, T0; see (17).
𝐹(𝑡) = {𝐴 sin(𝜔𝑡)

1
𝑇
2 0
otherwise

for 0 ≤ 𝑡 <

0

Where, A is the amplitude, ω is the forcing frequency, and t is time.
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(17)

(a)

(b)

fn = 1000 Hz

Figure 3.8. Linear magnitude (a) and phase (b) components of the FRF for the SDOF simulation.
The natural frequency is 1000 Hz.

Table 3.1. Modal parameters for the SDOF simulation.

Direction
x

Modal parameters
m (kg)
k (N/m)
0.25
1×107
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c (N-s/m)
31.83

The externally applied force and corresponding displacement due to this
force are shown in Figure 3.9. The known force, (17) was prescribed in (16) and
the corresponding displacement was determined by numerical integration. It is
seen that the total solution includes both the transient (homogenous) and steadystate (particular) solutions. The structural deconvolution proceeds by converting
the displacement from Figure 3.9 into the frequency domain using the discrete
Fourier transform; see Figure 3.10. The frequency spectrum of the reference force
signal agrees with the Fourier series for a half-wave rectified sine wave where
there is only content present at the even n-integer harmonics and the fundamental
frequency of 100 Hz (18).
∞

1 1
2
𝑠𝑁 (𝑡) = + sin(𝜔𝑡) + ∑
cos (𝜔𝑛𝑡)
𝜋 2
𝜋(1 − 𝑛2 )

(18)

𝑛 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛

Next, the signal is filtered using the SDOF system’s FRF. The displacementto-force (receptance) FRF is used to generate a filter which is convolved with the
frequency-domain displacement to determine the frequency-domain force. A 3rd
order lowpass Butterworth filter is multiplied by the inverted FRF to remove the
effects of the high frequency content amplification due to the FRF inversion. In
general, the lowpass filter parameters should consider the dynamics of the flexure
system and the forcing frequency. In this case, 1000 Hz was selected as the cutoff
frequency. The filter results are presented in Figure 3.11. The derived force signal
is then converted back into the time domain using the inverse Fourier transform.
Figure 3.12 shows a comparison between the applied and deconvolved force
signals.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.9. Reference half-wave rectified sine signal which represents the milling force (a). Time
domain response of the SDOF system due to the milling force (b). The displacement was calculated
using numerical integration.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.10. Frequency-domain response of the reference force (a) and simulated displacement
(b); the spectra include content at the 100 Hz fundamental frequency and the even n-integer
harmonics of the fundamental forcing frequency. Note that the displacement signal has amplified
content at the SDOF natural frequency of 1000 Hz.
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Figure 3.11. Inverted FRF and inverse filter used to determine force from measured displacement.
The inverse filter is used to remove the include of the SDOF structural dynamics.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.12. The time-domain comparison between the simulated reference force and the
deconvolved force.
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The deconvolved force matches well with the reference force with the
exception of a time delay with occurs due to the introduction of the Butterworth
filter [58-59]. In typical milling operations, the steady-state force response is
desired and therefore this time delay is unimportant.

Constrained motion dynamometer design
Monolithic prototype
A monolithic, constrained-motion dynamometer (CMD) was designed and
constructed to measure milling forces. The design includes a moving platform for
workpiece mounting and four leaf-type flexure elements in a symmetric dual four
bar linkage arrangement; see Figure 3.13. Simple parallel rectilinear springs
exhibit sufficient linearity over a limited displacement range. In this design, the
kinematic over-constraint is leveraged to provide elastic averaging of errors in bar
lengths without introducing assembly errors. The strains along the flexure length
is resisted by the frame [16-21]. Here, the flexure elements guide the moving
platform in the compliant direction resulting in SDOF rectilinear motion. To avoid
geometric nonlinearities which occur for doubly clamped flexure elements, such as
stress stiffening, the deflections must not exceed half the flexure thickness, t. This
is a critical design constraint that must be considered to avoid nonlinear stiffness
behavior [16, 60]. The flexure leaf dimensions described in Figure 3.13 are
provided in Table 3.2. The first step in the design procedure was to select a
material for analysis; aluminum 6061 T-6 was selected for this prototype.
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Figure 3.13 Constrained-motion dynamometer design and optical interrupter placement for the
aluminum 6061-T6 prototype.

Table 3.2. Nominal flexure leaf geometry

Length, L (mm)
10

Width, b (mm)
44.5

Thickness, t (mm)
1.27
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Radius, R (mm)
3.2

It was assumed that the material had an elastic modulus, E, of 69 GPa and
yield strength, σy, of 276 MPa. Next, the flexure leaf geometry was prescribed to
estimate the mechanism stiffness. For the leaf deflection to remain elastic, the
maximum allowable stress for the flexure element design was selected to be 60%
of the material yield strength (160 MPa). The 2nd moment of area, I, for the flexure
element is given by (19) and the total mechanism stiffness is given by (20):
𝐼=

𝑏𝑡 3
= 7.59 mm4
12

𝐾𝑒𝑞 = 𝑛𝐾 = 𝑛

12𝐸𝐼
𝑁
= 2.5 × 107
3
𝐿
𝑚

(19)

(20)

Where, n, is the number of flexure elements. The corresponding maximum
allowable unidirectional displacement is given by (21). The displacement range of
the mechanism is determined by calculating the maximum allowable stress of the
flexure elements before encountering the allowable yield stress of the springs, so
as to avoid permanent strains or deformation:
𝑥𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒

𝜎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝐿2
=
≅ ±50 𝜇𝑚
3𝐸𝑡

(21)

Note that this maximum allowable displacement is significantly smaller than
half of the leaf thickness (0.6 mm). Therefore, the predicted displacements are well
within the bounds for the small deflection assumption to hold. Given the maximum
displacement, the dynamometer force range is ±1500 N. The choice of
dynamometer material is not limited to aluminum alloys. The displacement range
and force range can be altered through the selection of flexure leaf geometry and
material selection.
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From (21), it is seen that the material deflection is dependent on the ratio of
allowable yield strength to modulus of elasticity [16, 18]. Materials with a higher
strength-to-modulus ratio allow a larger deflection before failure. The notation
presented by Smith [16] is adopted, where 𝛽 = 𝑡/𝐿 is the dimensionless factor
representing flexure element geometry; that this is especially useful when
considering notch-type flexure elements. This is a necessary consideration with
respect to the dynamic behavior of the dynamometer. A zero seismic mass
(workpiece) or an infinite stiffness would result in unlimited bandwidth. Since force
is not directly measurable, compliance is needed for the dynamic system.
Practically, the selection of dynamometer material depends on the ability to
measure deflection for a given cutting force. As 𝛽 approaches unity, the classical
beam analysis becomes inadequate for predicting displacements; further, there is
deviation from SDOF behavior with the structural modes of the machine tool
appearing in the FRF. There is agreement between the continuum mechanics
approach and finite element analysis to better than 2% over the range of 𝛽 values
from 0.05 to 0.3 and a small error from classical beam analysis (Euler-Bernoulli) in
the same range [16, 60]. For this reason, Figures 3.14 and 3.15 are bounded in
this region. The stiffness and displacement characteristics are shown in Figure
3.14 with aluminum alloys, titanium alloys, and stainless-steel alloys (316 series).
Due to uncertainty in material properties, a 20% deviation was applied to the
reference values for elastic modulus and yield strength for the three materials [6164]. The predicted force range as a function of 𝛽 are presented in Figure 3.15.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.14. Mechanism stiffness (a) and maximum allowable displacement (b) as a function of
dimensionless thickness to length ratio. Note that the shaded areas represent variations in stiffness
due to a 20% variation in elastic modulus and yield strength, respectively. The maximum
acceptable stress for the flexure element design was selected to be 60% of the material yield
strength.

Figure 3.15. Dynamometer force range as a function of dimensionless thickness to length ratio.
Note that this represents the required force for a maximum allowable displacement.
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The required force for a given displacement is found by Hooke’s Law. See
Table 3.3 for a comparison of common engineering materials. For the engineering
materials presented in Table 3.3, titanium alloys provide the best strength-tomodulus ratio. As a result, there are larger allowable deflections resulting in a
larger force range before plastic deformation (failure).
Optical interrupter calibration
A key outcome of this research is to advance manufacturing by
demonstrating the ability to make reliable, cost-effective dynamic force
measurement. For this reason, an optical interrupter (ROHM RPI-0352E) was
selected as the measurement transducer ($0.33-$1.04/sensor). This simple LEDphotodetector pair is used to measure displacement with high resolution at lowcost using a knife edge [65-68] to partially block the light beam and therefore
change the light intensity on the detector. The sensor has the added benefit of a
compact footprint and fast response time (10 µs) without the need for an additional
amplifier.
The optical interrupter was calibrated using a linear air-bearing positioning
stage (Aerotech ABL 10100-LT). The experimental setup is represented in Figure
3.16 The stage had a manufacturer-specified positioning uncertainty of 0.2 µm and
resolution of 0.5 nm. The output voltage of the optical interrupter is dependent on
the position of the knife edge between the emitter and detector. Therefore, a
calibration sequence is required to quantify the relationship between the output
voltage and knife edge position.
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Table 3.3. Ratio of yield strength to elastic modulus for several materials [16, 18, 61-64].

Material

Aluminum alloy
(6061-T6)
Aluminum alloy
(7075-T6)
Titanium alloy
(Grade 4)
Titanium alloy
(Grade 5/Ti-6Al4V)
Stainless steel
alloy (17-4 PH)
Stainless steel
alloy (316 L)
Stainless steel
alloy (301)

Elastic
modulus, E
(GPa)
69

Yield
strength, σy
(MPa)
276

Density, ρ
(g/cm3)

σy/E × 1000
(-)

2.7

4.0

69

460

2.7

6.7

114

590

4.4

5.2

114

880

4.4

7.7

205

1069

7.8

5.2

205

235

7.8

1.1

205

1014

7.8

4.9
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Knife edge
Optical interrupter
Aerotech ABL
10100-LT
LED

Knife edge

Photodetector

Figure 3.16. Experimental setup for the knife edge sensor calibration.
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Stage motion

For the calibration sequence, the knife edge (X-ACTO™ #17) was
positioned outside the emitter-detector range and moved towards the sensor in 1
µm steps until the full range was exceeded (i.e., the beam was fully blocked). The
output voltage level for this sensor is approximately 0-4 V. It was observed that the
optical interrupter had a resolution of less than 1 µm with a nonlinear range of 700
µm and a linear range of 170 µm. For the linear range, the displacement sensitivity
was 80 µm/V. As shown in Figure 3.13, the optical interrupter and knife edge is
attached to the dynamometer frame and movable platform, respectively. To
measure bidirectional forces, the position of the blade was located in the center of
the emitter-detector pair. It should be noted that the optical interrupter response
varies with respect to blade geometry; see Figure 3.18. As mentioned, the output
voltage of the optical interrupter varies in accordance with the position of the knife
edge. As a result, there is a significant difference in the linear and nonlinear zones
of operation for various blade geometries which can be utilized to alter the range
and sensitivity of the sensor response.
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X-ACTO #17 Blade

15V input
voltage
required

1.0 mm

Figure 3.17. ROHM RPI-0352E optical interrupter (left), a detailed view of an X-ACTO™ #17 blade.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.18. Optical knife edge sensor response for various X-ACTO™ blade geometries (a). The
displacement sensitivity was determined to be 80 µm/V within the linear range of operation (b).
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Milling force validation
Experimental setup
The steps to measure milling force using the CMD were introduced in
Chapter 3 and are described for practical implementation here. The first step is to
measure the ideally SDOF FRF for the CMD structure. In this study, the FRF was
obtained using impact testing, where an instrumented hammer is used to excite
the structure and the response is measured using a linear sensor, such as a lowmass accelerometer. Ideally, the dynamometer should be mounted to the machine
tool table since clamping (boundary) conditions can affect the dynamic response.
Also, the test sample (to be machined) should be attached to the dynamometer
because its mass affects the dynamometer’s natural frequency. Next, the sample
is machined using the desired axial depth of cut, radial depth of cut, feed per tooth,
and spindle speed for the selected endmill-holder combination; see Figure 4.1.
During material removal, the dynamometer motion is measured using the optical
interrupter [69-71]. The sensor response is approximated as linear over a limited
displacement range (small fraction of a millimeter). In the linear case, a single
calibration coefficient is used for the voltage to displacement conversion. The time
domain displacement is converted to the frequency domain using the discrete
38

Spindle
speed

z

Endmill-holder
combination

x

y

Radial depth

Axial depth

GND
Vout

Constrained motion
dynamometer

+15V

Figure 4.1. Experimental setup representation for a peripheral, down milling cutting force
measurement test.
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Fourier transform (DFT). Due to the nature of the DFT, it is preferred to remove
the transients at the cut entry and exit. The short-time Fourier transform is also an
acceptable option. Next, the frequency domain displacement is converted to force
using the inverted CMD FRF; this calculation is described by (22).
−1
𝑋
𝐹(𝜔) = [ (𝜔)] ∙ 𝑋(𝜔)
𝐹

(22)

where F is force, X is displacement, and ω is frequency. In practice, a
lowpass digital filter is convolved with the inverted FRF. This is because the
inverted FRF magnitude grows with increasing frequency and would otherwise
amplify any high frequency noise in the displacement signal. The filter cutoff
frequency is set at or above the dynamometer’s natural frequency. Once the
frequency domain force is known, it is converted to the time domain using the
inverse DFT. The time domain force signal is then available for traditional analysis
techniques, such as fitting to extract cutting force coefficients [72-73].
Machining trials were completed on a Haas TM-1 three-axis CNC milling
machine. The dynamometer was mounted on the machine table with the compliant
direction aligned parallel to the machine’s x direction. A 6061-T6 Al workpiece was
mounted on the moving platform. With this setup, x and y direction force
measurement is possible with no change in dynamometer orientation. To measure
x force, the feed direction is x. To measure y force, the feed direction is y. The
experimental setup is detailed in Figure 4.2 and the tool description and cutting
parameters are summarized in Table 4.1 and will be used for milling trials
completed on both the CMD and commercial dynamometer (Kistler 9257B).
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Endmill
(one insert)

Optical
interrupter

CMD

6061-T6 workpiece
Kistler 9257B

y

x

Capacitance
gauge

Figure 4.2. Experimental setup showing the CMD, commercial dynamometer (Kistler 9257B),
endmill, and workpieces.

Table 4.1. Tool description and cutting parameters for milling trials.

Diameter (mm)

Teeth

Insert material
PVD coated micro-grain carbide
19.05
1
(Sandvik Coromant 390R-070204E-MM S30T)
Cutting parameters for down milling tests (fixed feed per tooth)
Spindle speed (rpm)
1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000
Feed per tooth (mm)
0.1
Axial depth (mm)
3
Radial depth (mm)
1.91 (10% radial immersion)
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The resulting CMD cutting forces using will be analyzed using an
instantaneous force, nonlinear optimization strategy developed by Rubeo and
Schmitz [75-73] to identify the specific cutting force coefficients for the workpiece
and tool combination. The coefficients will be used in the time-domain milling
process model simulation, described in Chapter 3, to make cutting force
predictions; see (1) and (2) for details.
For the compliant (x) direction, the natural frequency is 794 Hz, the stiffness
is 2.6×107 N/m, and the viscous damping ratio is 0.0053 for the single mode. No
significant modes were observed within the 5000 Hz measurement bandwidth for
the stiff (y) direction or by the tool; Fig. 4.4. Similarly, there were no significant
modes introduced by the tool. Impact testing results for the CMD are displayed in
Figure 4.3 (a-b). Typically, the measurement accuracy is assessed by computing
the coherence, which serves as a quality index between the input force and output
displacement. A coherence function close to unity, or in this case 100%, implies a
linear relationship between inputs and outputs. As demonstrated in Figure 4.3 (b),
for the compliant direction, the coherence is at unity up to approximately 2.5 kHz.
The results indicate that a linear model is valid for frequencies up to 2.5 kHz. Figure
4.4 displays the inverse filter used to determine the force. A third-order Butterworth
low pass filter (800 Hz cutoff frequency) was convolved with the inverted x direction
FRF to avoid amplifying high frequency noise. For the initial test configuration, the
dynamometer motion was measured using both an optical interrupter (ROHM RPI0352E) and a capacitance gauge (LION Precision C-18-13-2.0).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3. FRFs of the tool and CMD for the milling force validation setup (a). Coherence function
for the tool and CMD (b).

Filter corner at
fn (794 Hz)
Content still available
after the corner
frequency

Figure 4.4. Inverted FRF and inverse filter used to determine force from measured displacement.
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Milling force comparison
In this section, experimental cutting force comparisons are presented for
the CMD and a reference dynamometer. Cutting tests were performed under
stable milling conditions using the parameters outlined in Table 4.1. For brevity,
only the 1000 rpm and 6000 rpm test cases are described in detail. All other test
details are provided as supplementary content in Appendix B.
For the 1000 rpm test case, the measured displacement profiles for the
optical interrupter (KES) and capacitance gauge (CG) are shown in Figure 4.5 and
4.6 for the x and y-direction cutting forces, respectively. With reference to Figure
4.2, the feed was in the x-direction for the x-force and the y-direction for the yforce. To investigate the signal further, the frequency content of the KES and CG
are shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8, respectively. For the 1000 rpm test case, it is
observed that the dominant frequencies are the tooth passing frequency, 16.7 Hz,
and its integer multiples (harmonics). The magnitude portion of the FRF is once
again presented to demonstrate that the amplification is occurring according to the
structural dynamics. Once the inverse filter is applied, the amplified content is
attenuated resulting frequency content distinctive to milling operations; see
Figures 4.9 and 4.10. The dominant tooth passing frequency and the first 10
harmonics are emphasized. After applying the inverse Fourier transform to the
signals in Figures 4.9 and 4.10, the measured time-domain force profiles are
achieved, see Figure 4.11 and 4.12. There is good agreement observed for the
CMD forces and the Kistler forces due to the sufficiently low spindle speed (tooth
passing frequency).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5. Time-domain measured displacement for the x-direction applied cutting force (a) and
detailed view (b) at a spindle speed of 1000 rpm.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6. Time-domain measured displacement for the y-direction applied cutting force (a) and
detailed view (b) at a spindle speed of 1000 rpm.
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Figure 4.7. Frequency-domain measured displacement for the x-direction applied cutting force at
a spindle speed of 1000 rpm. The fundamental tooth passing frequency is 16.7 Hz.

Figure 4.8. Frequency-domain measured displacement for the y-direction applied cutting force at
a spindle speed of 1000 rpm. The fundamental tooth passing frequency is 16.7 Hz.
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Figure 4.9. Frequency-domain measured force for the x-direction at a spindle speed of 1000 rpm.
A notch filter tuned at 60 Hz and 180 Hz is subsequently applied to mitigate electrical noise.

Figure 4.10. Frequency-domain measured force for the y-direction at a spindle speed of 1000 rpm.
A notch filter tuned at 60 Hz and 180 Hz is subsequently applied to mitigate electrical noise.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.11. Time-domain force comparison for the CMD KES (blue line), CMD CG (orange dashed
line), and measured Kistler (black dash-dot line) x-direction at a spindle speed of 1000 rpm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12. Time-domain force comparison for the CMD KES (blue line), CMD CG (orange dashed
line), and measured Kistler (black dash-dot line) y-direction at a spindle speed of 1000 rpm.
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The same procedure is now presented for the 6000 rpm test case; see
Figures 4.13-4.20. Once again, there is good agreement between the KES and the
CG signals for the measured displacement profiles. This time, the fundamental
tooth passing frequency is present at 100 Hz. After the application of the inverse
filter, the time-domain cutting force signal are reconstructed in Figures 4.19 and
4.20. At the increased spindle speed, there is significant distortion of the Kistler
force because the dynamometer is itself a dynamic system; its response can be
excited by the tooth passing frequency and subsequent harmonics. Factors such
as workpiece mass, dynamometer stiffness and damping, and deviation between
the cutting position and positions of the force transducers will affect the force
output. The distortion of the measured force signal by the Kistler 9257B dynamics
is described using the measured force-to-force transmissibility FRFs for the
dynamometer’s x (Hxx) and y (Hyy) directions. A peak picking approach was used
to fit the measured FRF the results are shown in Figures 4.21 and 4.22, multiple
modes are observed starting at approximately 700 Hz. The frequency content of
the measured force has the expected peaks at the tooth passing frequency (100
Hz) and its harmonics. However, harmonics between 1000 Hz and 3000 Hz are
artificially amplified by the dynamometer’s vibration modes. To compensate for this
amplification, the filtering technique described by Korkmaz et al. [44] was applied.
The cutoff frequency, 1500 Hz, of the lowpass filter was selected such that the
magnitude response of the final, inverse FRF filter is near unity at the limit of the
dynamometer bandwidth, 5000 Hz, top panels of Figures 4.23 and 4.24.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.13. Time-domain measured displacement for the x-direction applied cutting force (a) and
detailed view (b) at a spindle speed of 6000 rpm.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.14. Time-domain measured displacement for the y-direction applied cutting force (a) and
detailed view (b) at a spindle speed of 6000 rpm.
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Figure 4.15. Frequency-domain measured displacement for the x-direction applied cutting force at
a spindle speed of 6000 rpm. The fundamental tooth passing frequency is 100 Hz.

Figure 4.16. Frequency-domain measured displacement for the y-direction applied cutting force at
a spindle speed of 6000 rpm. The fundamental tooth passing frequency is 100 Hz.
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Figure 4.17. Frequency-domain measured force for the x-direction at a spindle speed of 6000 rpm.
A notch filter tuned at 60 Hz and 180 Hz is subsequently applied to mitigate electrical noise.

Figure 4.18. Frequency-domain measured force for the y-direction at a spindle speed of 6000 rpm.
A notch filter tuned at 60 Hz and 180 Hz is subsequently applied to mitigate electrical noise.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.19. Time-domain force comparison for the CMD KES (blue line), CMD CG (orange dashed
line), and measured Kistler (black dash-dot line) x-direction at a spindle speed of 6000 rpm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.20. Time-domain force comparison for the CMD KES (blue line), CMD CG (orange dashed
line), and measured Kistler (black dash-dot line) y-direction at a spindle speed of 6000 rpm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.21. Measured (blue line) and fit (orange dashed line) real (a) and imaginary (b) force-toforce transmissibility FRFs for the Kistler 9257B x-direction.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.22. Measured (blue line) and fit (orange dashed line) real (a) and imaginary (b) force-toforce transmissibility FRFs for the Kistler 9257B y-direction.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.23. Kistler 9257B force-to-force transmissibility FRF magnitude and frequency domain
measured force for the x direction (a). Inverse transmissibility FRF filter and frequency domain
filtered force for the x direction (b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.24. Kistler 9257B force-to-force transmissibility FRF magnitude and frequency domain
measured force for the y-direction (a). Inverse transmissibility FRF filter and frequency domain
filtered force for the y-direction (b).
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Note that for the filtered frequency content displayed in the bottom panels
of Figures 4.23 and 4.24, the amplification has been effectively removed. Figures
4.25-4.28 demonstrate an excellent qualitative agreement between the filtered
Kistler 9257B and CMD time domain cutting force results for the 1000 rpm and
6000 rpm cases, respectively. The agreement between the KES and CG is a
significant result since the KES operates without the use of an auxiliary amplifier,
reducing the footprint required for the CMD. With the two displacement signals in
agreement, only the cutting force obtained through the KES will be reported as the
CMD force for conciseness and the intent of establishing a low-cost cutting force
dynamometer. To further assess the two dynamometers, the steady-state, peak
values for the time domain x and y direction forces were recorded over 150
revolutions at each spindle speed. The mean values and 95% confidence intervals
are presented in Figure 4.29. The overlapping error bars between the CMD and
compensated Kistler 9257B values demonstrate statistical agreement and validate
the new low-cost CMD performance.
Force modeling
To demonstrate the application of the CMD for process model-based
prediction, the cutting forces obtained by the CMD are used to generate a cutting
force model. A mechanistic force model approach was selected to model the
cutting forces from the CMD. In general, a mechanistic force model assumes that
the instantaneous cutting forces are proportional to the uncut chip area through
empirically derived coefficients [1-2, 72-73].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.25. Time-domain force comparison for the CMD KES (blue line), CMD CG (orange dashed
line), and filtered Kistler (black dash-dot line) x-direction at a spindle speed of 1000 rpm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.26. Time-domain force comparison for the CMD KES (blue line), CMD CG (orange dashed
line), and filtered Kistler (black dash-dot line) y-direction at a spindle speed of 1000 rpm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.27. Time-domain force comparison for the CMD KES (blue line), CMD CG (orange dashed
line), and filtered Kistler (black dash-dot line) x-direction at a spindle speed of 6000 rpm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.28. Time-domain force comparison for the CMD KES (blue line), CMD CG (orange dashed
line), and filtered Kistler (black dash-dot line) y-direction at a spindle speed of 6000 rpm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.29. Mean peak x force (a) and y force (b) values for the CMD (gray), Kistler 9257B (red),
and compensated Kistler 9257B (blue). Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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It is assumed that the instantaneous cutting force is independent of
machining parameters such as the cut direction (up/down milling), cut geometry
(axial/radial depth of cut), and cutting speed and feed. For this work, a fourcomponent cutting force model was used to determine the specific cutting force
coefficients in the tangential, and radial directions, denoted by the subscripts t and
r, respectively. These empirical coefficients capture the chip formation mechanics
of shearing, (ktc and krc) and ploughing (kte and kre); see (1) and (2).To identify
these coefficients, an instantaneous force, nonlinear optimization strategy was
selected; see Appendix A. This method performs a least-squares minimization of
simulated cutting forces to measured cutting forces. The simulated cutting forces
are calculated using the time-domain milling process model outlined in Chapter 3.
The optimization model takes the form of (23) where the x and y force components
are determined from a projection of the rotating forces components using the cutter
rotation angle; see Figure 3.1. The decision variables, (ktc, krc, kte, and kre) are used
in a trust-region reflective least squares algorithm which minimizes the differences
between the simulated cutting forces and measured cutting forces.
2

𝐹𝑥
𝐹𝑥
𝑓(𝑘𝑡𝑐 , 𝑘𝑟𝑐 , 𝑘𝑡𝑒 , 𝑘𝑟𝑒 ) = ∑ ‖{𝐹 }
− {𝐹 }
‖
𝑦 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑦 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑

(23)

With this method, a single cutting test can be used to determine the specific
cutting force coefficients without the need to perform cutting tests over a range of
feed per tooth values required using an average force, linear regression method
[1-2, 72-73]. The cutting force coefficients for the cutting conditions, Table 4.1, are
presented in Figure 4.28 and Table 4.2.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.30. Cutting force coefficients (a) and edge force coefficients (b) determined by the
instantaneous force, nonlinear optimization method over a range of spindle speeds for stable, down
milling conditions.
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Table 4.2. Cutting force coefficients and edge force coefficients.

Spindle speed
(rpm)

1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000

Cutting force coefficients
(N/mm2)
ktc
977
1167
1132
1289
1080
980

krc
372
409
404
627
362
365

Edge force coefficients
(N/mm)
kte
9
-3
-8
-18
-10
-5
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kre
11
8
2
-7
2
7

The mechanistic modeled cutting force coefficients were used as an input
into the time-domain milling process model simulation to compute the force
characteristics compared with the measured cutting forces of the CMD for each
cutting speed. The individual tooth impacts for the measured cutting force profiles
were superimposed along with the time-domain milling process model simulation;
see Figures 4.31-4.32. Note that the measured cutting force signals reported for
the CMD were the result of the displacement signal obtained from the KES.
The cutting forces were repeatable between tooth impacts which is shown
by the variation between tooth impacts for 50 revolutions of the cutting tool. Finally,
the force model is compared to the cutting force profiles for the 1000 rpm and 6000
rpm test cases, the results are summarized in Figures 4.33-4.36. Reasonable
agreement between the measured and simulated forces for the force model is
observed. With minor discrepancies in peak amplitude.
The Kistler 9257B and CMD are unable to resolve high frequency content
which is attenuated by the combination of the 3 rd order low-pass Butterworth filter
and inverse filter on the measured forces. While this is not an ideal result, this
limitation can be overcome with alternative CMD designs. Improvements to the
system natural frequency, stiffness, and damping ratio will result in a CMD with a
higher bandwidth which is better suited for high frequency force measurement.
This ability to adjust the structural dynamic response for tailored force
measurement is a significant benefit of the CMD compared to many piezoelectric
dynamometers.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 4.31. Measured CMD cutting forces (blue line) over 50 revolutions for the x (a) and y (b)
cutting directions at 1000 rpm. The simulated force model (red dashed line) is superimposed for
comparison. The detail of the cutting force is presented to emphasize the variability between tooth
impacts (c-d).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.32. Measured CMD cutting forces (blue line) over 50 revolutions for the x (a) and y (b)
cutting directions at 6000 rpm. The simulated force model (red dashed line) is superimposed for
comparison.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.33. Comparison of the measured CMD (blue line), filtered Kistler (black dash-dot line) and
simulated force model (red dashed line) cutting forces for the x-direction at 1000 rpm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.34. Comparison of the measured CMD (blue line), filtered Kistler (black dash-dot line) and
simulated force model (red dashed line) cutting forces for the y-direction at 1000 rpm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.35. Comparison of the measured CMD (blue line), filtered Kistler (black dash-dot line) and
simulated force model (red dashed line) cutting forces for the x-direction at 6000 rpm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.36. Comparison of the measured CMD (blue line), filtered Kistler (black dash-dot line) and
simulated force model (red dashed line) cutting forces for the y-direction at 6000 rpm.
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Milling stability validation
The flexure-based design tools used for this research offer increased design
flexibility. Many alternative dynamometer systems rely on specific piezoelectric
transducer arrangements and the structural dynamics of the system are often
ignored. Here, the system structural dynamics are a principal element in the design
space which are easily altered with material selection, flexure element geometry,
and flexure element arrangement. For the CMD, a limitation on the allowable axial
depth of cut is regenerative chatter. With the ability to modify the dynamic response
of a cutting force dynamometer, the stability limit and bandwidth can be
significantly augmented either through an increase in stiffness or an increase in
viscous damping ratio. In this section, a passive damping approach was selected
to modify the viscous damping ratio to increase the critical stability limit of a CMD
compared to its original counterpart.
There are many types of passive damping approaches, including: shear film
damping, constrained layer damping (CLD), damping by addition of energy
absorbing foams and viscoelastic materials, and dynamic absorbers [16]. For this
application, a viscoelastic material was sandwiched between the CMD flexure
elements and the mechanism frame. As a milling force is applied to the CMD,
energy is dissipated through the viscoelastic medium due to the relative motion
between the movable platform and mechanism frame. The advantage of this
approach is the ability to obtain a relatively high amount of energy dissipation in a
flexure mechanism without compromising the stiffness or mass of the
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dynamometer. Additionally, it allows for a general strategy of reducing the vibration
amplitude at a low-cost. For this study, a widely available silicone rubber sealant
was used to demonstrate its benefits as a passive damping medium for the CMD.
Experimental setup
The experimental setup for the milling stability validation is shown in Figure
4.37. Cutting tests were performed on a Haas TM-1 CNC vertical milling machine.
A 6061-T6 aluminum workpiece was mounted to the CMD. A single flute, 15.88
mm diameter endmill (Kennametal M1D062E1401W075L150) was used to
perform up-milling machining passes at a 3 mm radial depth of cut and a variable
axial depth of cut. Once-per-tooth sampling was achieved using a laser
tachometer, where a reflective target was attached to the rotating tool holder. In
situ vibration signals were collected using the laser Doppler vibrometer. The tool
and workpiece FRFs were measured by impact testing, where an instrumented
hammer is used to excite the structure and the response is measured using a linear
low-mass accelerometer. The modal fitting parameters, in addition to the
measured and fit FRFs for the tool and workpiece, are presented in Appendix C.
For brevity, the modal fitting results are presented in Figure 4.37 and 4.38 for an
Al 6061-T6 CMD and a damped Al 6061-T6 CMD, respectively. The modal
parameters for the CMD x-direction are presented in Table 4.3 to emphasize the
increased modal viscous damping coefficient. Note that the addition of the silicone
medium resulted in a 130% increase in damping with negligible change to the
modal mass and stiffness parameters.
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Laser
vibrometer

Laser
tachometer
Endmill
(one insert)
y
CMD

6061-T6
workpiece

Figure 4.37. Experimental setup for stability testing.

Table 4.3. X-direction modal parameters for the SDOF CMDs.

Modal parameters
Direction
m (kg)
k (N/m)
c (N-s/m)

Al 6061-T6 CMD
(no added damping)
x
0.689
2.08107
43
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Al 6061-T6 CMD
(damped)
x
0.701
2.07107
99

x

Figure 4.38. Modal fit FRFs of the tool and CMD (no added damping) for the stability validation
setup.

Figure 4.39. Modal fit FRFs of the tool and CMD (damped) for the stability validation setup.
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Using the Fourier series approach presented by Altintas and Budak [2, 56],
the stability map for the cutting conditions, outlined in Table 4.4, is provided in
Figures 4.40-4.41, where the system dynamics are provided in Appendix C for the
Al 6061-T6 CMDs. The natural frequency for the CMDs x-direction changed slightly
after each cut because the material was removed from the workpiece; therefore,
the workpiece was replaced after every test cut. The aluminum 6061-T6 workpiece
dimensions were nominally 30 mm x 70 mm x 30 mm with a mass of 164 ± 1 g. To
explore the stability behavior in detail, a grid of time-domain simulations was
completed at spindle speeds of 4000 rpm to 5000 rpm (10 rpm steps) and axial
depth from 0.1 mm to 20 mm (0.1 mm steps). The stability behavior was
automatically determined by the synchronous sampling strategy outlined in
Chapter 3. The results of this strategy are represented by the stability maps in
Figure 4.42-4.43. As mentioned previously, stable cutting behavior can be
identified form a distribution of periodically sampled points. If the points repeat with
each revolution, then only forced vibration is present and the cut is stable. If the
points do not repeat with each revolution, then either secondary Hopf or period-n
bifurcations are present. To review, the stability metric is defined by (15):
|𝑥𝑠 (𝑖) − 𝑥𝑠 (𝑖 − 1)|
𝑁
𝑖=2
𝑁

𝑀=∑

(15)

Where, xs is a vector of sampled x direction displacements and N is the
number of samples. For a stable cut, the absolute value of the difference between
subsequent points is zero, as a result, their normalized sum remains zero.
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Table 4.4. Tool description and cutting parameters for stability trials.

Diameter (mm)

Teeth

Insert material
Coated carbide
15.88
1
(Kennametal EC1402FLDJ)
Cutting parameters for up milling tests (fixed feed per tooth)
Spindle speed (rpm)
4900
Feed per tooth (mm)
0.1
Axial depth (mm)
Various
Radial depth (mm)
3 (19% radial immersion)

Figure 4.40. Analytical stability limit, b, expressed as a function of spindle speed, Ω for the Al 6061T6 CMD (no added damping).
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Figure 4.41. Analytical stability limit, b, expressed as a function of spindle speed, Ω for the Al 6061T6 CMD (damped).

Figure 4.42. Al 6061-T6 CMD (no added damping) stability map for an up milling radial depth of 3
mm and commanded feed per tooth of 100 µm. The stable and unstable zones are separated by
the stability boundary (M = 1 µm).
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Figure 4.43. Al 6061-T6 CMD (damped) stability map for an up milling radial depth of 3 mm and
commanded feed per tooth of 100 µm. The stable and unstable zones are separated by the stability
boundary (M = 1 µm).
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For an unstable cut, the difference between subsequent points is nonzero
and their normalized sum is greater than zero [54-55, 74]. For this research, the
metric, M, was selected to be 1 µm. To interpret the stability map, stable zones are
represented by the white area bounded by the stability contour, where M < 1 µm;
the stability boundary is represented by the dark stability contour, where M = 1 µm;
and unstable zones are represented by the dark green region bounded by the
stability contour, where M > 1 µm.
Results
The milling stability validation proceeded by completing tests cuts on the Al
6061-T6 CMD until the critical depth of cut was reached. Afterwards, the same
procedure was performed for the damped Al 6061-T6 CMD to demonstrate the
increase in the stability limit due to the modification of the viscous damping
coefficient by the addition of the passive damping medium.
To establish stability, the CMD x-direction displacement and velocity signals
were sampled once per revolution at the spindle rotating frequency. This periodic
sampling approach was used to determine if the milling response was synchronous
with the spindle rotation or not by constructing Poincaré maps (the periodically
sampled displacement versus the periodically sampled velocity) for both
experiment and prediction. To interpret these Poincaré maps, if the cut is stable
(i.e., it exhibits forced vibration only), the data repeats with each spindle revolution
and the sampled points appear at one location. If self-excited vibration (chatter or
secondary Hopf bifurcation) occurs, however, an elliptical distribution of sampled
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points is observed due to the presence of both the chatter frequency and the tooth
passing frequency and its harmonics. The cutting test cases for the Al 6061-T6
CMDs are presented in Table 4.5 and 4.6. The displacement and velocity profiles
for the first table entry in Table 4.5 {4900 rpm, 1 mm} is presented in Figure 4.44
to demonstrate the good agreement between the simulated (left column) and
experimental (right column) results. Note that the entry and exit transients were
removed before plotting. The Poincaré maps are displayed for the additional test
cases in Figures 4.45-4.49. For brevity, the measured and simulated displacement
profiles are presented in Appendix D as supplementary content. Good agreement
is observed in each case. It was found that the Al 6061-T6 CMD had a critical
stability limit of approximately 4.3 mm. For cases of regenerative chatter, Figures
4.48 and 4.49, the displacement amplitude approaches, and in some cases
exceeds, the permissible displacement before exceeding the yield strength.
Therefore, “tuning” the CMDs critical stability limit becomes a critical design
parameter. Next, the stability results are presented for the damped AL 6061-T6
CMD, see Figures 4.50-4.63. Again, good agreement between prediction and
measurement was observed at all test locations. There was a significant increase
in the stability limit with respect to its undamped counterpart. The maximum
allowable depth of cut for the cutting tool was reached without an unstable result.
The critical depth of cut for the damped Al 6061-T6 CMD was predicted to be 15.4
mm. The ability to modify the dynamic response of the dynamometer is unique to
the proposed CMD and can be leveraged in future dynamometer designs.
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Table 4.5. Cutting conditions and stability metrics for the Al 6061-T6 CMD (no added damping).

Spindle speed
(rpm)
4900
4900
4900
4900
4900
4900

Axial depth (mm)

Radial depth (mm) Metric, M (µm)

1
2
3
4
5
6

3
3
3
3
3
3

0.32
0.57
0.51
1.16
58.80
49.35

Table 4.6. Cutting conditions and stability metrics for the Al 6061-T6 CMD (damped).

Spindle speed
(rpm)
4900
4900
4900
4900
4900
4900
4900
4900
4900
4900
4900
4900
4900
4900

Axial depth (mm)

Radial depth (mm) Metric, M (µm)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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0.10
0.20
0.18
0.24
0.24
0.32
0.33
0.30
0.88
0.31
0.73
0.36
0.34
0.83

(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure 4.44. Vibration behavior for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 1 mm}. Predicted displacement (a),
velocity (b), and OPT Poincaré map (c) and measured displacement (d), velocity (e), and OPT
Poincaré map (f)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.45. Al 6061-T6 (no added damping) Poincaré maps for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 2 mm}.
Predicted (a) and measured (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.46. Al 6061-T6 (no added damping) Poincaré maps for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 3 mm}.
Predicted (a) and measured (b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.47. Al 6061-T6 (no added damping) Poincaré maps for marginally stable cutting at {4900
rpm, 4 mm}. Predicted (a) and measured (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.48. Al 6061-T6 (no added damping) Poincaré maps for regenerative chatter (secondary
Hopf bifurcation) at {4900 rpm, 5 mm}. Predicted (a) and measured (b). Note the difference in scale
from Figure 4.47.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.49. Al 6061-T6 (no added damping) Poincaré maps for regenerative chatter (secondary
Hopf bifurcation) at {4900 rpm, 6 mm}. Predicted (a) and measured (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.50. Al 6061-T6 (damped) Poincaré maps for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 1 mm}. Predicted
(a) and measured (b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.51. Al 6061-T6 (damped) Poincaré maps for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 2 mm}. Predicted
(a) and measured (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.52. Al 6061-T6 (damped) Poincaré maps for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 3 mm}. Predicted
(a) and measured (b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.53. Al 6061-T6 (damped) Poincaré maps for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 4 mm}. Predicted
(a) and measured (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.54. Al 6061-T6 (damped) Poincaré maps for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 5 mm}. Predicted
(a) and measured (b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.55. Al 6061-T6 (damped) Poincaré maps for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 6 mm}. Predicted
(a) and measured (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.56. Al 6061-T6 (damped) Poincaré maps for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 7 mm}. Predicted
(a) and measured (b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.57. Al 6061-T6 (damped) Poincaré maps for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 8 mm}. Predicted
(a) and measured (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.58. Al 6061-T6 (damped) Poincaré maps for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 9 mm}. Predicted
(a) and measured (b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.59. Al 6061-T6 (damped) Poincaré maps for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 10 mm}.
Predicted (a) and measured (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.60. Al 6061-T6 (damped) Poincaré maps for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 11 mm}.
Predicted (a) and measured (b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.61. Al 6061-T6 (damped) Poincaré maps for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 12 mm}.
Predicted (a) and measured (b).

(c)

(f)

Figure 4.62. Al 6061-T6 (damped) Poincaré maps for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 13 mm}.
Predicted (a) and measured (b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.63. Al 6061-T6 (damped) Poincaré maps for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 14 mm}.
Predicted (a) and measured (b).
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Piezoelectric measuring systems are favorable due to their large measuring
range, high sensitivity, and fast response time; however, the systematic errors
caused by their complex structural dynamics is not negligible and must be
compensated using advanced post-processing techniques. More importantly, the
cost associated with piezoelectric measuring systems is restricts the widespread
adoption of cutting force measurement for machine shops, universities, and
research institutions. While prior research efforts have focused on designing
alternative dynamometer systems and post-processing for correcting the cutting
force signal of existing piezoelectric systems, to date, deriving the displacement
signal to measure force by progressing through the structural dynamics has not
been reported. The flexure-based design tools used for this research offer
increased design flexibility. Many alternative dynamometer systems rely on
specific piezoelectric transducer arrangements and the structural dynamics of the
system are often ignored. Here, the system structural dynamics are principal
element in the design space which are easily altered with material selection,
flexure element geometry, and flexure element arrangement. This research
leverages these tools for constructing a novel CMD. This work is not limited to
linear translations and the associated force measurement. For instance, a
rotational flexure based on similar design strategies can be used to measure
rotation and calculate the torque during drilling operations [45-50]. In this case, the
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material sample is attached to a moving platform which is supported by leaf-type
flexure elements arranged in a radial configuration.
The transmissibility behavior between piezoelectric transducers and the
workpiece-tool engagement significantly reduces the available bandwidth of the
measurement system [1, 4-7]. Inertial forces are typically superimposed on the
cutting force due to the excitation of the structural dynamics. Some dynamometer
systems measure the cutting force at the spindle. This is often accompanied by
Kalman filtering and inverse filtering of the machine spindle structure [34-35,4142]. The CMD is moved closer to the machining point and the dynamics are
intentionally selected for the specific milling application. Therefore, the
transmissibility behavior is minimized which provides maximized bandwidth. Many
alternative dynamometer systems rely on piezoelectric elements or strain gauge
elements which are often expensive, require significant expertise to construct, and
must be accompanied by amplifying electronics. The flexure-based approach
adopted by this research offers a simple design strategy based on beam theory.
Finite element models may also be employed to predict displacements and
stiffness [16]. Further, the optical interrupter/KES is several orders of magnitude
less expensive than alternative vibration transducers (e.g., capacitance gauge)
with comparable range and resolution. The coupling of the CMD and KES results
in a high-performance force measuring system with a significantly lower cost
compared to its industrial counterparts. The limited setup and machining time,
coupled with monolithic design concepts, enable rapid development and iteration
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for a cutting force dynamometer manufactured using a combination of additive
manufacturing and machining. The concepts introduced can be adopted for
alternative dynamometers which leverage the design freedom afforded by a hybrid
manufacturing approach.

Hybrid-manufactured CMD
Experimental setup and process description
In this section, the development and verification of a CMD manufactured by
powder bed fusion (PBF) and machining is presented. The intent is to produce a
near-net shape metallic dynamometer via PBF with post-processing by machining
to achieve the desired surface finish and performance. To date, the development
of a cutting force dynamometer produced by a hybrid manufacturing approach has
not been reported. This novel approach offers design freedom, customization, and
part count reduction compared to traditional cutting force dynamometers [75].
A monolithic CMD is constructed to measure milling forces, see Figure 5.1.
The design of the CMD is the same as the monolithic prototype outlined in Chapter
4. The additive preform was produced using a Farsoon FS271M PBF printer with
a Yb fiber laser (500 W). The printing details and steps required for the hybrid
manufacturing process are provided in Table 5.1. The additive preform is shown
in Figure 5.2 (a-f) where various machining operations are presented. The milling
operations required only four tools with two unique setups and the additive and
wire-EDM operations each required a single setup, respectively.
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Optical
interrupter

Figure 5.1. Hybrid manufactured PBF CMD top view (left) and bottom view (right) detailing the
optical interrupter placement on the base of the dynamometer.
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Table 5.1. Hybrid manufacturing detail for the PBF CMD.

Operation

Machine

Tool details

Description

Operation
time

PBF
(316L SS)

Farsoon
FS271M

Spherical powder
with 15-45 μm
diameter. Laser
power of 300 W
with a 1000 mm/s
scan velocity. Laser
spot size of 133 µm
with a layer
thickness of 40 µm.

Generation of
the near-net
additive
preform.

20 hours

Face and
peripheral
milling
(bottom)

Haas TM1P vertical
milling
machine

5-flute solid carbide
endmill
(19.05 mm
diameter)

Removal of the
rough PBF
surface on the
base of the
additive
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for thread
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threads
required for
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mounting
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(a)

(b)

AM preform

Support
material

Lightweight
structure

Build plate

(c)

(d)
EDM surface

Movable
platform

Flexure
element
(1 of 4)

Workpiece mounting
holes (1/4-20)
(f)

(e)

Optical
interrupter
PBF
surface

Figure 5.2. PBF CMD additive preform on the build plate (a), detail of the additive preform after a
reference datum was machined on the base (b), rough surface resulting from wire-EDM operation
(c), setup for the generation of functional threads by a combination of helical and thread milling
operations (d), hybrid manufactured PBF CMD top view (e) and bottom view (f) showing the optical
interrupter placement on the base of the dynamometer.
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To begin the structural deconvolution procedure, the frequency response
function (FRF) for the PBF CMD is required. It has been observed that workpiece
mass loading and clamping conditions are capable of significantly reducing the
resonant frequencies associated with dynamometer frequency response [1, 9-10,
15, 71]. To measure the frequency response, modal impact tests were performed
on the PBF CMD. The PBF CMD was mounted on the machine table with the
compliant direction (x) oriented parallel to the machine’s x-axis; shown in Figure
5.3. The measured FRF results for the PBF CMD and tool, are displayed in Figure
5.4. The PBF CMDs single dominant mode is present with minimal influence other
modes of vibration (namely the tool x and y-directions).The modal fitting
parameters for the PBF CMDs flexible direction is shown in Table 5.2.As with the
previous CMD, displacement is inferred by the optical interrupter, identified by
Figures 5.1(b) and 5.2 (f). To compare the PBF CMD with a reference
dynamometer (Kistler 9257B), machining trials were completed on a Haas TM-1P
three-axis CNC vertical milling machine. The cutting performance was evaluated
using the same cutting tool (Sandvik Coromant 390R-070204E-MM S30T 5-flutes)
on nominally identical workpieces and by applying identical cutting conditions; see
Table 5.2. As noted in previously, x and y-direction force measurements are
realized by adjusting the feed direction to x and y, respectively, as shown by Figure
5.3. A lowpass digital filter (3rd order Butterworth) is convolved with the inverted
FRF to attenuate high frequency noise in the displacement signal. In this case, the
filter corner frequency is set at the dynamometer’s natural frequency (866 Hz).
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Endmill
(5 inserts)

6061-T6
workpiece

Y

PBF CMD
Optical
interrupter

Figure 5.3. Experimental setup for milling force measurement.
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Figure 5.4. Measured FRFs of the tool and CMD for the hybrid dynamometer milling force validation
test setup.

Table 5.2. Modal fitting parameters for the measured PBF CMD FRF

Direction
x

m (kg)
2.195

PBF CMD
k (N/m)
6.47107

c (N-s/m)
143

Table 5.3. Tool description and cutting parameters for multi-flute milling trials.

Diameter (mm)

Teeth

Insert material
PVD coated micro-grain carbide
19.05
5
(Sandvik Coromant 390R-070204E-MM S30T)
Cutting parameters for down milling tests (fixed feed per tooth)
Spindle speed (rpm)
1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000
Feed per tooth (mm)
0.1
Axial depth (mm)
3
Radial depth (mm)
1.91 (10% radial immersion)
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Results
For brevity, the structural deconvolution details are omitted. The process is
the same as described in Chapter 4. Good agreement is observed between the
CMD and piezoelectric dynamometers; see the force comparison in Figures 5.55.16. It should be noted that the Kistler 9257B requires a post-processing
procedure to remove the influence of the dynamometer’s structural dynamics, this
procedure is outlined in Chapter 4. The measured time-dependent cutting force
profiles from both dynamometers is dependent on the runout in the endmill teeth
as mounted in the holder and spindle. This is because spindle axis rotation errors,
offsets between the holder centerline and spindle axis of rotation, and offsets
between the tool centerline and holder centerline can lead to differences in chip
thickness [1]. The tool-holder-spindle system runout inherently appears in the
measured force record at all spindle speeds; see Figure 5.5 (b). Finally, the
dynamic response of the 316L PBF CMD can be compared to a wrought 316L
stainless-steel CMD. While additive manufacturing offers increased flexibility,
there may still be variations in material properties compared to traditional
materials. In this case, the dynamic response of the two dynamometers varies in
both stiffness and natural frequency. The variations may be caused by a
combination of differences in material properties, geometry, porosity, grain size,
residual stress levels. etc.
The experimental results validated the PBF CMD against a piezoelectric,
industry-standard dynamometer. Future efforts will be targeted at new designs and
improved filtering techniques to advance this technology.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Insert 1

Insert 2
Insert 3
Insert 4

Insert 5

Figure 5.5. Comparison of the CMD (blue line) and Kistler (black dash-dot line) cutting forces for
the x-direction at 1000 rpm. The measured (a-b) and filtered (c-d) Kistler forces are presented.
The fundamental tooth passing frequency is 83.3 Hz.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5.6. Comparison of the CMD (blue line) and Kistler (black dash-dot line) cutting forces for
the y-direction at 1000 rpm. The measured (a-b) and filtered (c-d) Kistler forces are presented.
The fundamental tooth passing frequency is 83.3 Hz.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5.7. Comparison of the CMD (blue line) and Kistler (black dash-dot line) cutting forces for
the x-direction at 2000 rpm. The measured (a-b) and filtered (c-d) Kistler forces are presented.
The fundamental tooth passing frequency is 166.7 Hz.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5.8. Comparison of the CMD (blue line) and Kistler (black dash-dot line) cutting forces for
the y-direction at 2000 rpm. The measured (a-b) and filtered (c-d) Kistler forces are presented.
The fundamental tooth passing frequency is 166.7 Hz.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5.9. Comparison of the CMD (blue line) and Kistler (black dash-dot line) cutting forces for
the x-direction at 3000 rpm. The measured (a-b) and filtered (c-d) Kistler forces are presented.
The fundamental tooth passing frequency is 250 Hz.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5.10. Comparison of the CMD (blue line) and Kistler (black dash-dot line) cutting forces
for the y-direction at 3000 rpm. The measured (a-b) and filtered (c-d) Kistler forces are presented.
The fundamental tooth passing frequency is 250 Hz.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5.11. Comparison of the CMD (blue line) and Kistler (black dash-dot line) cutting forces
for the x-direction at 4000 rpm. The measured (a-b) and filtered (c-d) Kistler forces are presented.
The fundamental tooth passing frequency is 333.3 Hz.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5.12. Comparison of the CMD (blue line) and Kistler (black dash-dot line) cutting forces
for the y-direction at 4000 rpm. The measured (a-b) and filtered (c-d) Kistler forces are presented.
The fundamental tooth passing frequency is 333.3 Hz.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5.13. Comparison of the CMD (blue line) and Kistler (black dash-dot line) cutting forces
for the x-direction at 5000 rpm. The measured (a-b) and filtered (c-d) Kistler forces are presented.
The fundamental tooth passing frequency is 416.7 Hz.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5.14. Comparison of the CMD (blue line) and Kistler (black dash-dot line) cutting forces
for the y-direction at 5000 rpm. The measured (a-b) and filtered (c-d) Kistler forces are presented.
The fundamental tooth passing frequency is 416.7 Hz.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5.15. Comparison of the CMD (blue line) and Kistler (black dash-dot line) cutting forces
for the x-direction at 6000 rpm. The measured (a-b) and filtered (c-d) Kistler forces are presented.
The fundamental tooth passing frequency is 500 Hz.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5.16. Comparison of the CMD (blue line) and Kistler (black dash-dot line) cutting forces
for the y-direction at 6000 rpm. The measured (a-b) and filtered (c-d) Kistler forces are presented.
The fundamental tooth passing frequency is 500 Hz.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.17. Comparison of the PBF CMD and wrought 316SS CMD FRFs.
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Conclusions
A constrained-motion dynamometer (CMD) was designed and developed
to measure cutting forces for milling applications. This research leveraged several
advantages of flexure-based mechanism, including: monolithic design resulting in
wear-free behavior, negligible backlash, smooth and continuous displacement
characteristics, and a linear relationship between forces generated by known
displacements. The novel CMD is distinguished from prior efforts because it
couples a flexure-based constrained-motion mechanism with a low-cost optical
displacement sensor (KES). In doing so, the simplified SDOF structural dynamics
of the dynamometer are designed to achieve a high-resolution force response
within a prescribed measurement bandwidth. In using the displacement to
progress through the structural dynamics the cutting force is realized in a novel
and low-cost approach.
The dynamometer was a monolithic design with constrained-motion of a
moving platform defined by four leaf-type flexure elements arranged in the
traditional H-bar configuration. An optical interrupter (fixed emitter-detector pair
with a moving knife edge to partially interrupt the beam) was used to measure the
moving platform’s motion during milling. The cutting force was calculated from the
measured displacement using the dynamometer’s frequency response function
(FRF). A structural deconvolution procedure was followed to filter the frequency
domain displacement using the inverted dynamometer FRF and calculate the time
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domain force. It has been shown that the CMD can be successfully used for
accurate force measurement.
In all machining applications, a limitation on the allowable axial depth of cut
is regenerative chatter. Alternative dynamometer systems rely on specific
piezoelectric transducer arrangements and the structural dynamics of the system
are often ignored. Here, the system structural dynamics are a principal element in
the design space which are easily altered with material selection, flexure element
geometry, and flexure element arrangement. With the ability to modify the dynamic
response of a cutting force dynamometer, the stability limit and bandwidth can be
significantly augmented either through an increase in stiffness or an increase in
viscous damping ratio. A passive damping approach was used to modify the
viscous damping ratio to increase the critical stability limit of an Al 6061-T6 CMD
compared to its original counterpart. It was shown that the viscous damping
coefficient increased by 130%. As a result, the milling process model simulation
revealed that the critical stability limit increased from 4.3 mm to 15.4 mm. The
simulation results were validated using measured displacement and velocity
signals to construct Poincaré maps. Good agreement was observed for all test
cases.
Finally, the developed dynamometer manufactured by powder bed fusion
(PBF) and machined to final dimensions. As a result, a near-net shape metallic
cutting force dynamometer was produced by a hybrid manufacturing approach.
This novel approach offers design freedom, customization, and part count
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reduction compared to traditional cutting force dynamometers. Experimental
results were presented which validated the PBF CMD against a reference,
industry-standard dynamometer. Good agreement was observed for the various
test cases.

Future work
The

sensor

selection,

monolithic

constrained-motion

design,

and

companion structural deconvolution technique provides an innovative, low-cost,
high fidelity cutting force dynamometer for use in both production and research
environments. This work is not limited to linear ‘rigid’ body translations. For
instance, an analog rotational flexure can be used to measure torque during drilling
operations, or a flexure-based lathe dynamometer can be used to monitor the
cutting force for turning applications; see Figure 5.18 and 5.19. Future efforts will
be targeted at new designs and advanced filtering techniques to improve on this
technology to democratize manufacturing research and process monitoring
operations.
A primary use of this low-cost technology is to evaluate tool wear during
machining operations. A proposed solution is to: 1) select a standard material
sample (such as 6061-T6 aluminum) and mount it to the dynamometer; 2) the
expected cutting force level for pre-defined axial and radial depths of cut will be
known for this sample; 3) during machining, test cuts are periodically completed
on the sample; and 4) when the force grows above a pre-selected level, the
machine/operator is alerted that it is time for a tool change.
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25.4
mm
8 mm

25.4 mm

25.4 mm

Figure 5.18. Flexure based lathe-dynamometer.

Capacitance gauges

Y (feed)

Lathe dynamometer

Z (tangential)

Aluminum 6061-T6
work

Figure 5.19. Experimental setup for the lathe dynamometer force validation.
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In addition to in-process tool wear evaluation, other process issues, such
as a chipped tooth or a cyber-intrusion that has affected the machine settings or
part program, can also be captured by analysis of the measured force [70]. For
example, to identify chatter, the frequency content of the force signal will be
evaluated. By implementing a comb filter to remove the tooth passing frequency
and its multiples [76-77], the remaining spectrum can be searched for large peaks.
If any exist, this indicates chatter, and the frequency can be used to suggest a
preferred spindle speed to the user [76-77].
To demonstrate this concept, preliminary cutting tests were performed on a
Haas TM-1 CNC vertical milling machine. An Inconel ® 718 AMS 5596 workpiece
was mounted in a vice and a CMD was mounted to the table with an aluminum
6061-T6 workpiece mounted to the moving platform. A single flute, 19.05 mm
diameter, endmill was used to perform machining passes at a 1.91 mm radial depth
of cut (10% radial immersion) and 3 mm axial depth of cut at a cutting speed of 50
m/min. The insert was uncoated carbide (Sandvik 390R-070204E-NL H13A). Insitu vibration signals were collected using the knife-edge sensor on the CMD and
converted to force using the structural deconvolution procedure. A pair of optical
microscopes (DinoLite Pro-AM4137) were used to record wear features on the
rake and flank face of the cutting insert during tool wear testing. The experimental
setup is depicted in Figure 5.18. Preliminary tool wear results are displayed in
Figures 5.21 and 5.22.
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Endmill
(1 insert)
Microscope
(rake face)
Inconel 718 AMS
5596

Microscope
(flank face)

6061-T6 Aluminum witness
sample

PBF
CMD

Figure 5.20. Experimental setup for tool wear measurement.

Figure 5.21. Tool wear progression. In the images, the rake face is shown by the top row and the
flank face is shown by the bottom row.
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Figure 5.22. Variation in cutting force with tool wear progression.
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Appendix A: Supplemental MATLAB® code
Structural deconvolution simulation
clear
clc
close all
% T. Schmitz
% 10/4/17
% Adapted by M. Gomez
% 1/12/19
%% Forcing Function
f = 100; % Forcing frequency, Hz
w = 2*pi*f; % Angular velocity,
A = 100; % Amplitude, N
% Half-Wave Rectified Sine Function
f = @(t) A.*(sin(w.*t).*(sin(w.*t)>=0) + 0*(sin(t)<0));
t = linspace(0, 1, w.*20);
F = f(t);
% Gaussian distributed noise with a zero mean varaiance of 1%
% F = F + 1.*randn(1, length(F));
figure(1)
plot(t, F)
set(gca, 'FontSize', 14)
xlabel('t (s)')
ylabel('F (N)')

figure(1)
subplot(211)
plot(t, F)
set(gca, 'FontSize', 14)
ylabel('F (N)')
% Calculate FFT of time domain signals
N = length(F);
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dt = t(2)-t(1);
fs = 1/dt;

% sampling frequency, Hz

% Scale signal for correct frequency domain units
Force_mean = mean(F);
Fx = fft((F - Force_mean)')*2/N;
Fx = Fx(1:N/2+1);
f = [0:fs/N:(1-1/(2*N))*fs]';
f = f(1:N/2+1);
% frequency, Hz
Fx(1) = Force_mean;
figure(2)
plot(f, abs(Fx))
set(gca,'FontSize', 14)
ylabel('|F| (N)')
xlabel('f (Hz)')

%% System dynamics
kwx = [1e7];
% N/m
zetawx = [0.01];
wnwx = [1000]*2*pi; % rad/s
mwx = kwx./(wnwx.^2);
% kg
cwx = 2*zetawx.*(mwx.*kwx).^0.5;
% N-s/m
xw_modes = length(kwx);
% number of modes in x direction
w = 2*pi*f;
FRFwx_invert = w*0;
FRFwx = w*0;
for cnt = 1:xw_modes
FRFwx = FRFwx + (1./(-mwx(cnt)*w.^2 + 1i*cwx(cnt)*w + kwx(cnt)));
FRFwx_invert = FRFwx_invert + 1./FRFwx;
end
figure(2)
hold on
yyaxis right
plot(f, abs(FRFwx))
set(gca, 'FontSize', 14)
ylabel('Magnitude (m/N)')
xlim([0 5000])
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figure(3)
plot(f, abs(FRFwx))
set(gca, 'FontSize', 14)
ylabel('Magnitude (m/N)')
xlabel('f (Hz)')
xlim([0 5000])
figure(4)
plot(f, angle(FRFwx).*180./pi)
set(gca, 'FontSize', 14)
ylabel('Phase (deg)')
xlabel('f (Hz)')
xlim([0 5000])
% Initial conditions
dx = 0;
x = 0;
position = t*0;
velocity = t*0;
for cnt = 1:N
ddx = (F(cnt) - cwx*dx - kwx*x)/mwx;
dx = dx + ddx*dt;
x = x + dx*dt;
position(cnt) = x;
velocity(cnt) = dx;
end
% Add noise
% A = 0.05.*max(position)
% position = position + A.*randn(1, length(position));
figure(5)
subplot(211)
plot(t, F)
set(gca,'FontSize', 14)
ylabel('F (N)')
axis([0 0.1 0 120])
subplot(212)
plot(t, position.*1e6)
set(gca,'FontSize', 14)
xlabel('t (s)')
ylabel('x (\mum)')
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axis([0 0.1 -5 15])
EngRateVideo = VideoWriter('half_sinewave.mp4');
open(EngRateVideo);
figure(1)
%figure('units', 'normalized', 'outerposition', [0 0 1 1])
hold on
for cnt = 1:1258
subplot(211)
hold on
f1 = plot(t(cnt), F(cnt), 'ro', 'MarkerSize', 2, 'MarkerFaceColor', 'r');
hold on
subplot(212)
hold on
f2 = plot(t(cnt), position(cnt)*1e6, 'ro', 'MarkerSize', 2, 'MarkerFaceColor', 'r');
hold on
%axis([-10.6 10.6 0 1])
%set(gca, 'FontSize', 14)
%xlabel('x (mm)')
frame = getframe(gcf);
% captures current frame
writeVideo(EngRateVideo, frame); % writes current frame to video file
delete(f1)
delete(f2)
end
hold off
close(EngRateVideo);
close all

figure(1)
hold on
subplot(212)
plot(t, position.*1e6)
set(gca, 'FontSize', 14)
xlabel('t (s)')
ylabel('x (\mum)')
figure(6)
plot(t, position.*1e6)
set(gca, 'FontSize', 14)
xlabel('t (s)')
ylabel('x (\mum)')
% Calculate Fourier transform of position
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x_mean = mean(position);
P = fft((position - x_mean)')*2/N;
P = P(1:N/2+1);
P(1) = x_mean;
figure(7)
plot(f, abs(P).*1e6)
set(gca, 'FontSize', 14)
xlabel('f (Hz)')
ylabel('|X| (\mum)')
yyaxis right
plot(f, abs(FRFwx))
set(gca, 'FontSize', 14)
ylabel('Magnitude (m/N)')
xlabel('f (Hz)')
xlim([0 5000])
% Lowpass filter
% Cut-off frequency
fcut = 1000;
% Hz
% Define 4th-order Butterworth lowpass filter
[b,a] = butter(3, 2*fcut/fs, 'low');
% Determine frequency response of the filter
LP = freqz(b, a, 2*pi*f/fs);
FF = FRFwx_invert.*LP.*P;
figure(8)
plot(w/2/pi, abs(FRFwx))
set(gca,'FontSize', 14)
ylabel('|X/F| (m/N)')
xlabel('f (Hz)')
yyaxis right
plot(w/2/pi, abs(FRFwx_invert))
hold on
plot(w/2/pi, abs(FRFwx_invert.*LP))
set(gca,'FontSize', 14)
legend('SDOF FRF','Inverted FRF', 'Inverse filter response')
ylabel('|F/X| (N/m)')
xlim([0 2000])
figure(9)
plot(w/2/pi, abs(FRFwx_invert), w/2/pi, abs(FRFwx_invert.*LP))
set(gca,'FontSize', 14)
ylabel('|F/X| (N/m)')
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xlabel('f (Hz)')
ylim([0 1e7])
legend('Dynamic stiffness', 'Inverse filter')
xlim([0 5000])
hold on
% Convert to time domain
tt = t(1:2:length(t));
ff = ifft(FF)*N/2;
ff = ff(1:length(tt));

figure(10)
subplot(211)
plot(t, F, tt, real(ff))
set(gca,'FontSize', 14)
ylabel('F (N)')
legend('Simulated force', 'Deconvolved force')
set(gca,'FontSize', 14)
subplot(212)
plot(t, F, tt, real(ff))
set(gca,'FontSize', 14)
ylabel('F (N)')
xlim([0.2 0.3])
xlabel('t (s)')
figure(11)
plot(f, abs(FF))
set(gca, 'FontSize', 14)
xlabel('f (Hz)')
ylabel('|F| (N)')
figure(12)
plot(t, F, tt, real(ff))
set(gca,'FontSize', 14)
ylabel('F (N)')
xlim([0.2 0.2275])
ylim([-1 120])
xlabel('t (s)')
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Nonlinear least squares optimization
% Created by Mark Rubeo
% University of North Carolina at Charlotte
% 2/16/15
% Cutting_Force_Coefficient_Calculator.m
% This program performs an overconstrained, nonlinear optimization of
% simulated cutting forces to match measured cutting forces. The decision
% variables are the cutting force coefficients of the mechanistic cutting
% force model.
% SIMULATION COORDINATE SYSTEM (TOOL) (*taken from Machining
Dynamics:
% Frequency Response to Improved Productivity)
%
^ +Y
%
|
%
|
%
|
% +X <--------|
% Feed Direction ------->

clc
clear
close all
%**************************************************************************
%**************************************************************************
% PARAMETERS TO BE ALTERED:
numrev = 50;
% number of cutter revolutions to
average over, [int]
% Initial guess for cutting force coefficients.
kt = 1000;
% tangential cutting coefficient, [N/mm^2]
kte = 50;
% tangential edge coefficient, [N/mm]
kr = 800;
% radial cutting coefficient, [N/mm^2]
kre = 50;
% radial edge coefficient, [N/mm]
ka = 0;
% axial cutting coefficient, [N/mm^2]
kae = 0;
% axial edge coefficient, [N/mm]
K0 = [kt kte kr kre ka kae];
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% Machining parameters.
omega = 5000;
Nt = 1;
cutdir = 'down';
b = 3;
rdoc = 1.905;
ft = 0.1;
gamma = 18;
d = 19.05;
r = d/2;

% spindle speed, [rev/min]
% number of cutter teeth, [int]
% cut direction, ['up', 'down', or 'slot']
% axial depth of cut, [mm]
% radial depth of cut, [mm]
% feed per tooth, [mm/tooth]
% cutter helix angle, [deg] 38
% diameter of cutter, [mm]
% radius of cutting tool, [mm]

% File loading parameters. (.txt or .mat)
loadfilename = sprintf('5000_rpm.mat');
loadfilepath = 'F:\6061 CMD\Oct 30\Schmitzler\Forces\';
% File saving parameters.
savefilename = strcat(loadfilename(1:end-4),'_calculated.mat');
savefilepath = 'F:\6061 CMD\Oct 30\Schmitzler\Forces\';
%**************************************************************************
%
Load measurement data (as a .mat or .txt file).
%**************************************************************************
%**************************************************************************
if strcmpi(loadfilename(end-2:end), 'mat') == 1
% Load .mat file
cd(loadfilepath)
load(loadfilename);
%time = Time;
new_force_x = 1.*cmdfx;
new_force_y = -1.*cmdfy;
new_force_z = zeros(length(cmdfx), 1);
%
%
%

new_force_x = 0.*cmdfx;
new_force_y = 1.*cmdfx;
new_force_z = 0.*cmdfx;
% Plot measured cutting forces.
figure(1)
plot(time, new_force_x, time, new_force_y, time, new_force_z)
set(gca,'FontSize',16)
xlabel('Time [s]')
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ylabel('Force [N]')
xlim([min(time) max(time)])
legend('F_{x}','F_{y}','F_{z}')
title('Measured Cutting Forces')
disp('********************************************************************************')
disp('Partition the measured cutting forces to include only the steady state
response.')
disp('********************************************************************************')
% prompt = 'Enter the starting time in units of seconds[s] for the steady state
cutting forces:';
%
starting_time = input(prompt);
starting_time = 0;
prompt = 'Enter the ending time in units of seconds[s] for the steady state
cutting forces:';
%
ending_time = input(prompt);
ending_time = 2;
clc;
index = find(time >= starting_time & time <= ending_time);
time = time(index);
new_force_x = new_force_x(index);
new_force_y = new_force_y(index);
new_force_z = new_force_z(index);
% Measured cutting force signs are modified to fit the
% coordinate system defined in the simulation.
if strcmpi(cutdir, 'up') == 1
% Set the start and exit angles of the cut.
phis = 0;
% start angle, [deg]
phie = acos((r - rdoc)/r)*(180/pi);
% exit angle, [deg]

%
%
%
%
%
%
%

% Set the x, y, and z force directions based on simulation coordinate
% system.
fmx = abs(new_force_x);
fmy = abs(new_force_y);
if abs(min(new_force_z)) > abs(max(new_force_z))
fmz = new_force_z;
else
fmz = new_force_z;
end
elseif strcmpi(cutdir, 'down') == 1
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% Set the start and exit angles of the cut.
phis = (pi - acos((r - rdoc)/r))*(180/pi);
% start angle, [deg]
phie = 180;
% end angle, [deg]

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

% Set the x, y, and z force directions based on simulation coordinate
% system.
if abs(min(new_force_x)) > abs(max(new_force_x))
fmx = new_force_x;
else
fmx = -new_force_x;
end
fmy = abs(new_force_y);
if abs(min(new_force_z)) > abs(max(new_force_z))
fmz = new_force_z;
else
fmz = -new_force_z;
end
elseif strcmpi(cutdir, 'slot') == 1
% Set the start and exit angles of the cut.
phis = 0;
% start angle, [deg]
phie = 180;
% exit angle, [deg]
% Set the x, y, and z force directions based on simulation coordinate
% system.
% You're on your own.
else
disp('Invalid cut direction.')
end
fmx = -new_force_x;
fmy = -new_force_y;
fmz = -new_force_z;
tm = time;
% time(measured), [s]
clear new_force_x new_force_y new_force_z

elseif strcmpi(loadfilename(end-2:end), 'txt') == 1
% Load .txt file
A = importdata(strcat(loadfilepath, loadfilename), '\t');
B = A.data;
% The following variable definition assumes that imported data is organized
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% in columns of time(column 1), x force(column 2), y force(column 3), and z
% force (column 4). Measured cutting force signs are modified to fit the
% coordinate system defined in the simulation.
temp_t = B(:,1);
temp_fx = B(:,2);
temp_fy = B(:,3);
temp_fz = B(:,4);
% Plot measured cutting forces.
figure(1)
plot(temp_t, temp_fx, temp_t, temp_fy, temp_t, temp_fz)
set(gca,'FontSize',16)
xlabel('Time [s]')
ylabel('Force [N]')
xlim([min(temp_t) max(temp_t)])
legend('F_{x}','F_{y}','F_{z}')
title('Measured Cutting Forces')
disp('********************************************************************************')
disp('Partition the measured cutting forces to include only the steady state
response.')
disp('********************************************************************************')
prompt = 'Enter the starting time in units of seconds[s] for the steady state
cutting forces:';
starting_time = input(prompt);
prompt = 'Enter the ending time in units of seconds[s] for the steady state
cutting forces:';
ending_time = input(prompt);
clc;
index = find(B(:,1) >= starting_time & B(:,1) <= ending_time);
temp_t = temp_t(index);
temp_fx = temp_fx(index);
temp_fy = temp_fy(index);
temp_fz = temp_fz(index);
if strcmpi(cutdir, 'up') == 1
% Set the start and exit angles of the cut.
phis = 0;
% start angle, [deg]
phie = acos((r - rdoc)/r)*(180/pi);
% exit angle, [deg]
% Set the x, y, and z force directions based on simulation coordinate
% system.
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%

fmx = abs(temp_fx);
fmy = abs(temp_fy);
if abs(min(temp_fz)) > abs(max(temp_fz))
fmz = temp_fz;
else
fmz = -temp_fz;
end
elseif strcmpi(cutdir, 'down') == 1
% Set the start and exit angles of the cut.
phis = (pi - acos((r - rdoc)/r))*(180/pi);
% start angle, [deg]
phie = 180;
% end angle, [deg]

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

% Set the x, y, and z force directions based on simulation coordinate
% system.
if abs(min(temp_fx)) > abs(max(temp_fx))
fmx = temp_fx;
else
fmx = -temp_fx;
end
fmy = abs(temp_fy);
if abs(min(temp_fz)) > abs(max(temp_fz))
fmz = temp_fz;
else
fmz = -temp_fz;
end
elseif strcmpi(cutdir, 'slot') == 1
% Set the start and exit angles of the cut.
phis = 0;
% start angle, [deg]
phie = 180;
% exit angle, [deg]

%
%
%

fmx = -temp_fx;
fmy = -temp_fy;
fmz = -temp_fz;
% Set the x, y, and z force directions based on simulation coordinate
% system.
%You're on your own.
else
disp('Invalid cut direction.')
end
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fmx = temp_fx;
fmy = temp_fy;
fmz = temp_fz;
tm = temp_t;
clear A B temp_t temp_fx temp_fy temp_fz

% time(measured), [s]

else
disp('Data import error.')
end
% Plot measured cutting forces.
figure(2)
plot(tm, fmx, tm, fmy, tm, fmz)
set(gca,'FontSize',16)
xlabel('Time [s]')
ylabel('Force [N]')
xlim([min(tm) max(tm)])
legend('F_{x}','F_{y}','F_{z}')
title('Measured Cutting Forces')
grid on
%%
%**************************************************************************
%
Calculate the average sampling period of measurement data.
%**************************************************************************
for cnt = 1:length(tm)-1
dt(cnt) = tm(cnt+1)-tm(cnt);
end
dt = mean(dt);
% sampling period, [sec/sample]
per = 60/omega;
% period of one cutter revolution,
[s/rev]
steps = round(per/dt);
% approximate number of time steps
per revolution, [int]
%%
%**************************************************************************
%
Remove constant force offsets(if necessary).
%**************************************************************************
disp('*******************************************************************')
disp('There may be a constant offset in the measured forces. This could')
disp('be cause by coolant stiking the dynamometer. If necessary this')
disp('component may be removed from the cutting force data.')
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disp('*******************************************************************')
prompt = 'Enter the constant offset in [N] for the X-direction force:';
% dcx = input(prompt);
dcx = 0;
prompt = 'Enter the constant offset in [N] for the Y-direction force:';
% dcy = input(prompt);
dcy = 0;
prompt = 'Enter the constant offset in [N] for the Z-direction force:';
% dcz = input(prompt);
dcz = 0;
clc
fmx = fmx - dcx;
fmy = fmy - dcy;
fmz = fmz - dcz;
figure(3)
plot(tm, fmx, tm, fmy, tm, fmz, 'LineWidth', 1.5)
set(gca,'FontSize',16)
xlabel('Time [s]')
ylabel('Force [N]')
xlim([min(tm) max(tm)])
legend('F_{x}','F_{y}','F_{z}')
title('Averaged Cutting Forces (Constant Offset Removed)')
grid on
%%
%**************************************************************************
%
Smooth data with moving average filter.
%**************************************************************************
% Apply a moving average filter represented by the following difference
% equation:
%y(n) = 1/windowSize * (X(n) + X(n-1) + ... + X(n-(windowSize-1))
% windowSize = 1;
% bb = (1/windowSize)*ones(1,windowSize);
% a = 1;
% denominator coefficient
%
% fmx_filt = filter(bb,a,fmx);
% fmy_filt = filter(bb,a,fmy);
% fmz_filt = filter(bb,a,fmz);
%
% figure(8)
% subplot(211)
% plot(tm,fmx,tm,fmx_filt)
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% subplot(212)
% plot(tm,fmy,tm,fmy_filt)
% fmx = fmx_filt;
% fmy = fmy_filt;
% fmz = fmz_filt;
%%
%**************************************************************************
%
Lowpass filter (optional).
%**************************************************************************
% fs = 20000;
% [b1,a1] = butter(3, 3000/(fs));
% fmx_filt = filtfilt(b1, a1, fmx_filt);
% fmy_filt = filtfilt(b1, a1, fmy_filt);
% fmz_filt = filtfilt(b1, a1, fmz_filt);
%%
% % figure(8)
% % subplot(211)
% % plot(tm,fmx,'k',tm,fmx_filt,'b')
% % subplot(212)
% % plot(tm,fmy,'k',tm,fmy_filt,'b')
%%
% fmx = fmx_filt;
% fmy = fmy_filt;
% fmz = fmz_filt;
%%
%**************************************************************************
%
Find the peaks of the measured cutting forces. Choose the
%
x, y, or z force component.
%**************************************************************************
%X-direction
[xPks,xLocs] = findpeaks(abs(fmx), 'MinPeakDistance', round(0.95*(steps/Nt)));
% cd('H:\Boeing Project\Matlab Toolbox\Cutting Force Coefficient Calculator
(LSQ Fit Method)')
% [ind, t0] = crossing(fmx, tm);
% for cnt = 1:length(xPks)
% temp_index = find(ind < xLocs(cnt));
% x_ind(cnt) = ind(temp_index(end));
% t0_new_x(cnt) = t0(temp_index(end));
% end
% clear ind t0
%
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% % Y-direction
[yPks,yLocs] = findpeaks(abs(fmy), 'MinPeakDistance', round(0.95*(steps/Nt)));
% cd('H:\Boeing Project\Matlab Toolbox\Cutting Force Coefficient Calculator
(LSQ Fit Method)')
% [ind, t0] = crossing(fmy, tm);
% for cnt = 1:length(yPks)
% temp_index = find(ind < yLocs(cnt));
% y_ind(cnt) = ind(temp_index(end));
% t0_new_y(cnt) = t0(temp_index(end));
% end
% clear ind t0
%
% % Z-direction
[zPks,zLocs] = findpeaks(abs(fmz), 'MinPeakDistance', round(0.95*(steps/Nt)));
% cd('H:\Boeing Project\Matlab Toolbox\Cutting Force Coefficient Calculator
(LSQ Fit Method)')
% [ind, t0] = crossing(fmz, tm);
% for cnt = 1:length(zPks)
% temp_index = find(ind < yLocs(cnt));
% z_ind(cnt) = ind(temp_index(end));
% t0_new_z(cnt) = t0(temp_index(end));
% end
% clear ind t0
figure(4)
plot(tm, fmx, tm, fmy, tm, fmz,tm(yLocs),1.*yPks,'co')
set(gca,'FontSize',16)
xlabel('Time [s]')
ylabel('Force [N]')
legend('F_{x}','F_{y}','F_{z}','Peaks')
title('Measured Cutting Forces')
xlim([starting_time ending_time])
grid on
%%
%**************************************************************************
%
Average cutting forces over 'numrev' cutter revolutions.
%**************************************************************************
tm = (0:dt:(dt*(steps - 1)))';

% time vector, [s]

% Preallocate variables.
Fmx = zeros(steps, numrev);
Fmy = zeros(steps, numrev);
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Fmz = zeros(steps, numrev);
x_offset = 0;
y_offset = 0;
z_offset = 0;
% Peaks
for cnt1 = 1:numrev
% X-direction
start_pt_x = xLocs(2*cnt1 - 1) - x_offset;
end_pt_x = start_pt_x + (steps - 1);
Fmx(:,cnt1) = fmx(start_pt_x:end_pt_x);
% Y-direction
start_pt_y = yLocs(2*cnt1 - 1) - y_offset;
end_pt_y = start_pt_y + (steps - 1);
Fmy(:,cnt1) = fmy(start_pt_y:end_pt_y);
% Z-direction
start_pt_z = xLocs(2*cnt1 - 1) - z_offset;
end_pt_z = start_pt_z + (steps - 1);
Fmz(:,cnt1) = fmz(start_pt_z:end_pt_z);
figure(5)
plot(tm, Fmx(:,cnt1), tm, Fmy(:,cnt1), tm, Fmz(:,cnt1))
set(gca,'FontSize',16)
xlabel('Time [s]')
ylabel('Force [N]')
title('Measured Cutting Forces for Individual Cutter Rotations ')
hold on
end

% Zero Crossings
% for cnt1 = 1:numrev
% % X-direction
% start_pt_x = y_ind(cnt1);
% end_pt_x = start_pt_x + (steps - 1);
% Fmx(:,cnt1) = fmx(start_pt_x:end_pt_x);
%
% % Y-direction
% start_pt_y = y_ind(cnt1);
% end_pt_y = start_pt_y + (steps - 1);
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% Fmy(:,cnt1) = fmy(start_pt_y:end_pt_y);
%
% % Z-direction
% start_pt_z = y_ind(cnt1);
% end_pt_z = start_pt_z + (steps - 1);
% Fmz(:,cnt1) = fmz(start_pt_z:end_pt_z);
%
% figure(5)
% plot(tm, Fmx(:,cnt1), tm, Fmy(:,cnt1), tm, Fmz(:,cnt1))
% set(gca,'FontSize',16)
% xlabel('Time [s]')
% ylabel('Force [N]')
% title('Measured Cutting Forces for Individual Cutter Rotations ')
% hold on
% end
Fmx = mean(Fmx,2);
Fmy = mean(Fmy,2);
Fmz = mean(Fmz,2);

% Average X-Directon Cutting Force [N]
% Average Y-Directon Cutting Force [N]
% Average Z-Directon Cutting Force [N]

figure(6)
plot(tm, Fmx, tm, Fmy, tm, Fmz, 'LineWidth', 1.5)
set(gca,'FontSize',16)
xlabel('Time [s]')
ylabel('Force [N]')
legend('F_{x}','F_{y}','F_{z}')
title('Average Cutting Forces')
grid on
%%
%**************************************************************************
%
Call optimization function.
%**************************************************************************
cd('F:\6061 CMD\Oct 30\')
[K] = RigidTool_ObjFun(Fmx,Fmy,Fmz,b,ft,phis,phie,gamma,Nt,d,dt,steps,K0)
%%
%**************************************************************************
%
Time domain simulation of cutting forces based on optimized
%
cutting force coefficients.
%**************************************************************************
dphi = 360/steps;
% angular step, [deg]
if gamma == 0
% straight teeth
db = b;
% discretized axial depth, [mm]
else
% nonzero helix angle
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db = d*(dphi*pi/180)/2/tan(gamma*pi/180);
end
steps_axial = round(b/db);
% number of steps along tool axis
tooth_angles = 0:360/Nt:(360-360/Nt);
% angles of Nt cutter teeth starting
from zero, [deg]
% Initialize vectors
teeth = round(tooth_angles/dphi) + 1;
phi = linspace(0, (steps-1)*dphi, steps);
F_sim_x = zeros(1, steps);
F_sim_y = zeros(1, steps);
F_sim_z = zeros(1, steps);
t_sim = zeros(1, steps);
tooth_angle = zeros(1, steps);
% Main program
for cnt1 = 1:steps
for cnt2 = 1:Nt
teeth(cnt2) = teeth(cnt2) + 1;
cutter by dphi)
if teeth(cnt2) > steps
teeth(cnt2) = 1;
end
end

% time steps, [s]
% index teeth pointer one position (rotate

Fx = 0;
Fy = 0;
Fz = 0;
for cnt3 = 1:Nt
% sum forces over all teeth
for cnt4 = 1:steps_axial
% sum forces along axial depth of helical
endmill
phi_counter = teeth(cnt3) - (cnt4-1);
if phi_counter < 1
% helix has wrapped through phi = 0 deg
phi_counter = phi_counter + steps;
end
phia = phi(phi_counter);
% angle for given axial disk, [deg]
if (phia >= phis) && (phia <= phie)
% verify that tooth angle is in
specified range for current disk, [deg]
h = ft*sin(phia*pi/180);
% chip thickness, [m]
if h <= 0
Ft = 0;
Fn = 0;
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Fa = 0;
else
Ft = K(1)*db*h + K(2)*db;
% tangential force, [N]
Fn = K(3)*db*h + K(4)*db;
% normal force, [N]
Fa = K(5)*db*h + K(6)*db;
% axial force, [N]
end
else % tooth angle is outside range bounded by radial immersion
h = 0;
Ft = 0;
Fn = 0;
Fa = 0;
end
Fx = Fx + Fn*sin(phia*pi/180) + Ft*cos(phia*pi/180); % [N]
Fy = Fy - Fn*cos(phia*pi/180) + Ft*sin(phia*pi/180); % [N]
Fz = Fz - Fa;
% [N]
chip_thickness(cnt1,cnt3,cnt4) = h;
end % cnt4 loop
end

% cnt3 loop

F_sim_x(cnt1) = Fx;
F_sim_y(cnt1) = Fy;
F_sim_z(cnt1) = Fz;
t_sim(cnt1) = (cnt1-1)*dt;
tooth_angle(cnt1) = (cnt1-1)*dphi;
% chip_thickness(cnt1) = h;
end
% cnt1 loop
%%
%******************************************************************
%
Syncs TDS force signal and measured force signal.
%******************************************************************
[simPks,simLocs] = findpeaks(abs(F_sim_y), 'MinPeakDistance',
round(0.95*(steps/Nt)));
% ind = find(F_sim_y == 0);
% y_ind = find(ind < simLocs);
% y_ind = y_ind(end);
F_meas_x = circshift(Fmx, simLocs);
F_meas_y = circshift(Fmy, simLocs);
F_meas_z = circshift(Fmz, simLocs);
figure(7)
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plot(t_sim, F_meas_x, 'k', t_sim, F_sim_x, 'k--',...
t_sim, F_meas_y, 'b', t_sim, F_sim_y, 'b--',...
t_sim, F_meas_z, 'r',t_sim, F_sim_z, 'r--','LineWidth', 1.5)
set(gca,'FontSize',14)
xlabel('Time [s]')
ylabel('Force [N]')
legend('Measured F_{x}', 'Simulated F_{x}', 'Measured F_{y}', ...
'Simulated F_{y}')
title('Measured & Simulated Cutting Forces')
grid on
%**************************************************************************
%
Save cutting force coefficients in the specified folder.
%**************************************************************************
% save(strcat(savefilepath,savefilename),'K', 'fmx', 'fmy', 'fmz', 'time')
% cd('F:\WP 2- Test 3\AM Bulk\Parsed\Filtered and Altered Matlab Workspace\')
function [K] =
RigidTool_ObjFun(Fmx,Fmy,Fmz,b,ft,phis,phie,gamma,Nt,d,dt,steps,K0)
% Created by Mark Rubeo
% UNC Charlotte
% 2/16/15
options = optimoptions('lsqnonlin','Display','iter','TolFun',1e11,'MaxFunctionEvaluations',50000,'StepTolerance',1e-9,'MaxIterations',2000);
lb = [100 -500 100 -500 0 0];
ub = [2000 500 2000 500 0 0];
K = lsqnonlin(@obj_fct,K0,lb,ub,options);
function y = obj_fct(K)
dphi = 360/steps;
% angular step [deg]
if gamma == 0
% straight teeth
db = b;
% discretized axial depth, m
else
% nonzero helix angle
db = d*(dphi*pi/180)/2/tan(gamma*pi/180);
end
steps_axial = round(b/db);
% number of steps along tool axis
tooth_angles = 0:360/Nt:(360-360/Nt); % angles of Nt cutter teeth starting
from zero, deg
% Initialize vectors
teeth = round(tooth_angles/dphi) + 1;
phi = linspace(0, (steps-1)*dphi, steps);
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F_sim_x = zeros(1, steps);
F_sim_y = zeros(1, steps);
F_sim_z = zeros(1, steps);
t_sim = zeros(1, steps);
tooth_angle = zeros(1, steps);
% Main program
for cnt1 = 1:steps
% time steps, s
for cnt2 = 1:Nt
teeth(cnt2) = teeth(cnt2) + 1;
% index teeth pointer one position
(rotate cutter by dphi)
if teeth(cnt2) > steps
teeth(cnt2) = 1;
end
end
Fx = 0;
Fy = 0;
Fz = 0;
for cnt3 = 1:Nt
% sum forces over all teeth
for cnt4 = 1:steps_axial
% sum forces along axial depth of
helical endmill
phi_counter = teeth(cnt3) - (cnt4-1);
if phi_counter < 1
% helix has wrapped through phi = 0 deg
phi_counter = phi_counter + steps;
end
phia = phi(phi_counter);
% angle for given axial disk, deg
if (phia >= phis) && (phia <= phie)
% verify that tooth angle is
in specified range for current disk, deg
h = ft*sin(phia*pi/180);
% chip thickness, m
if h <= 0
Ft = 0;
Fn = 0;
Fa = 0;
else
Ft = K(1)*db*h + K(2)*db;
% tangential force, N
Fn = K(3)*db*h + K(4)*db;
% normal force, N
Fa = K(5)*db*h + K(6)*db;
% axial force, N
end
else % tooth angle is outside range bounded by radial immersion
Ft = 0;
Fn = 0;
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Fa = 0;
end
Fx = Fx + Fn*sin(phia*pi/180) + Ft*cos(phia*pi/180); % N
Fy = Fy - Fn*cos(phia*pi/180) + Ft*sin(phia*pi/180); % N
Fz = Fz - Fa;
%N
end % cnt4 loop
end
% cnt3 loop
F_sim_x(cnt1) = Fx;
F_sim_y(cnt1) = Fy;
F_sim_z(cnt1) = Fz;
t_sim(cnt1) = (cnt1-1)*dt;
tooth_angle(cnt1) = (cnt1-1)*dphi;
end
% cnt1 loop
%******************************************************************
%
Syncs TDS force signal and measured force signal.
%******************************************************************
[simPks,simLocs] = findpeaks(abs(F_sim_y), 'MinPeakDistance',
round(0.95*(steps/Nt)));
%
ind = find(F_sim_y == 0);
%
ind_new = find(ind < simLocs);
%
ind_new = ind_new(end);
F_sim_x = circshift(F_sim_x', -simLocs);
F_sim_y = circshift(F_sim_y', -simLocs);
F_sim_z = circshift(F_sim_z', -simLocs);
F_sim_x = F_sim_x';
F_sim_y = F_sim_y';
F_sim_z = F_sim_z';
F_meas_x = Fmx;
F_meas_y = Fmy;
F_meas_z = Fmz;
%
fsim = [F_sim_x'; F_sim_y'; F_sim_z'];
fmeas = [F_meas_x; F_meas_y; F_meas_z];
%******************************************************************
%
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
%******************************************************************
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y = fsim - fmeas;
measured forces.
end

% Difference between simulated and

end
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Appendix B: Supplemental cutting forces
2000 rpm test case
(a)

(b)

Figure B.1. Time-domain measured displacement for the x-direction applied cutting force (a) and
detailed view (b) at a spindle speed of 2000 rpm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure B.2. Time-domain measured displacement for the y-direction applied cutting force (a) and
detailed view (b) at a spindle speed of 2000 rpm.

Figure B.3. Frequency-domain measured displacement for the x-direction applied cutting force at
a spindle speed of 2000 rpm. The fundamental tooth passing frequency is 33.3 Hz.
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Figure B.4. Frequency-domain measured displacement for the y-direction applied cutting force at
a spindle speed of 2000 rpm. The fundamental tooth passing frequency is 33.3 Hz.

Figure B.5. Frequency-domain measured force for the x-direction at a spindle speed of 2000 rpm.
A notch filter tuned at 60 Hz and 180 Hz is subsequently applied to mitigate electrical noise.
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Figure B.6. Frequency-domain measured force for the y-direction at a spindle speed of 2000 rpm.
A notch filter tuned at 60 Hz and 180 Hz is subsequently applied to mitigate electrical noise.
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(a)

(b)

Figure B.7. Measured CMD cutting forces (blue line) over 50 revolutions for the x (a) and y (b)
cutting directions at 2000 rpm. The simulated force model (red dashed line) is superimposed for
comparison.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure B.8. Comparison of the CMD (blue line), Kistler (black dash-dot line) and simulated force
model (red dashed line) cutting forces for the x-direction at 2000 rpm. The measured (a-b) and
filtered (c-d) Kistler forces are presented.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure B.9. Comparison of the CMD (blue line), Kistler (black dash-dot line) and simulated force
model (red dashed line) cutting forces for the y-direction at 2000 rpm. The measured (a-b) and
filtered (c-d) Kistler forces are presented.
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3000 rpm test case

(a)

(b)

Figure B.10. Time-domain measured displacement for the x-direction applied cutting force (a) and
detailed view (b) at a spindle speed of 3000 rpm.

(a)

(b)

Figure B.11. Time-domain measured displacement for the y-direction applied cutting force (a) and
detailed view (b) at a spindle speed of 3000 rpm.
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Figure B.12. Frequency-domain measured displacement for the x-direction applied cutting force at
a spindle speed of 3000 rpm. The fundamental tooth passing frequency is 50 Hz.

Figure B.13. Frequency-domain measured displacement for the y-direction applied cutting force at
a spindle speed of 3000 rpm. The fundamental tooth passing frequency is 50 Hz.
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Figure B.14. Frequency-domain measured force for the x-direction at a spindle speed of 3000 rpm.
A notch filter tuned at 60 Hz and 180 Hz is subsequently applied to mitigate electrical noise.

Figure B.15. Frequency-domain measured force for the y-direction at a spindle speed of 3000 rpm.
A notch filter tuned at 60 Hz and 180 Hz is subsequently applied to mitigate electrical noise.
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(a)

(b)

Figure B.16. Measured CMD cutting forces (blue line) over 50 revolutions for the x (a) and y (b)
cutting directions at 3000 rpm. The simulated force model (red dashed line) is superimposed for
comparison.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure B.17. Comparison of the CMD (blue line), Kistler (black dash-dot line) and simulated force
model (red dashed line) cutting forces for the x-direction at 3000 rpm. The measured (a-b) and
filtered (c-d) Kistler forces are presented.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure B.18. Comparison of the CMD (blue line), Kistler (black dash-dot line) and simulated force
model (red dashed line) cutting forces for the y-direction at 3000 rpm. The measured (a-b) and
filtered (c-d) Kistler forces are presented.
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4000 rpm test case
(a)

(b)

Figure B.19. Time-domain measured displacement for the x-direction applied cutting force (a) and
detailed view (b) at a spindle speed of 4000 rpm.

(a)

(b)

Figure B.20. Time-domain measured displacement for the y-direction applied cutting force (a) and
detailed view (b) at a spindle speed of 4000 rpm.
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Figure B.21. Frequency-domain measured displacement for the x-direction applied cutting force at
a spindle speed of 4000 rpm. The fundamental tooth passing frequency is 66.7 Hz.

Figure B.22. Frequency-domain measured displacement for the y-direction applied cutting force at
a spindle speed of 4000 rpm. The fundamental tooth passing frequency is 66.7 Hz.
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Figure B.23. Frequency-domain measured force for the x-direction at a spindle speed of 4000 rpm.
A notch filter tuned at 60 Hz and 180 Hz is subsequently applied to mitigate electrical noise.

Figure B.24. Frequency-domain measured force for the y-direction at a spindle speed of 4000 rpm.
A notch filter tuned at 60 Hz and 180 Hz is subsequently applied to mitigate electrical noise.
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(a)

(b)

Figure B.25. Measured CMD cutting forces (blue line) over 50 revolutions for the x (a) and y (b)
cutting directions at 4000 rpm. The simulated force model (red dashed line) is superimposed for
comparison.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure B.26. Comparison of the CMD (blue line), Kistler (black dash-dot line) and simulated force
model (red dashed line) cutting forces for the x-direction at 4000 rpm. The measured (a-b) and
filtered (c-d) Kistler forces are presented.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure B.27. Comparison of the CMD (blue line), Kistler (black dash-dot line) and simulated force
model (red dashed line) cutting forces for the y-direction at 4000 rpm. The measured (a-b) and
filtered (c-d) Kistler forces are presented.
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5000 rpm test case

(a)

(b)

Figure B.28. Time-domain measured displacement for the x-direction applied cutting force (a) and
detailed view (b) at a spindle speed of 5000 rpm.

(a)

(b)

Figure B.29. Time-domain measured displacement for the y-direction applied cutting force (a) and
detailed view (b) at a spindle speed of 5000 rpm.
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Figure B.30. Frequency-domain measured displacement for the x-direction applied cutting force at
a spindle speed of 5000 rpm. The fundamental tooth passing frequency is 83.3 Hz.

Figure B.31. Frequency-domain measured displacement for the y-direction applied cutting force at
a spindle speed of 5000 rpm. The fundamental tooth passing frequency is 83.3 Hz.
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Figure B.32. Frequency-domain measured force for the x-direction at a spindle speed of 5000 rpm.
A notch filter tuned at 60 Hz and 180 Hz is subsequently applied to mitigate electrical noise.

Figure B.33. Frequency-domain measured force for the y-direction at a spindle speed of 5000 rpm.
A notch filter tuned at 60 Hz and 180 Hz is subsequently applied to mitigate electrical noise.
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(a)

(b)

Figure B.34. Measured CMD cutting forces (blue line) over 50 revolutions for the x (a) and y (b)
cutting directions at 5000 rpm. The simulated force model (red dashed line) is superimposed for
comparison.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure B.35. Comparison of the CMD (blue line), Kistler (black dash-dot line) and simulated force
model (red dashed line) cutting forces for the x-direction at 5000 rpm. The measured (a-b) and
filtered (c-d) Kistler forces are presented.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure B.36. Comparison of the CMD (blue line), Kistler (black dash-dot line) and simulated force
model (red dashed line) cutting forces for the y-direction at 5000 rpm. The measured (a-b) and
filtered (c-d) Kistler forces are presented.
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Appendix C: Supplemental milling stability
Modal fitting
Table C.1. Tool tip modal parameters for the x (feed) direction.

Direction
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

m (kg)
190.873
1457.395
1170.143
376.291
111.083
99.394
27.683
12.988
40.247
2.455
109.275
2.061
11.237
6.408
3.028
15.432
1.356
10.041
0.251
4.122
0.061
0.174
1.145
0.026
1.532

Tool
k (N/m)
3.38107
2.21109
2.20109
9.51108
3.36108
4.12108
1.81108
3.38108
1.38109
1.35108
7.70109
1.54108
1.05109
6.78108
4.32108
3.70109
3.67108
5.72109
1.55108
4.25109
6.57107
2.22108
1.80109
4.62107
3.70109
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c (N-s/m)
120529
20952
97233
46771
12033
17079
12348
10606
13900
907
10239
1975
6515
3155
2320
8989
1327
4165
403
2143
158
683
1610
171
1801

Table C.2. Tool tip modal parameters for the y direction.

Direction
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

m (kg)
109.319
105.099
14.532
1.222
4.407
4.074
1.204
4.211
1.938
0.284
0.065
0.461
0.030
0.153
0.783
2.520

Tool
k (N/m)
2.18107
7.15108
6.25108
6.66107
2.91108
3.75108
1.91108
7.78108
5.36108
1.75108
7.04107
6.17108
5.20107
3.75108
2.48109
8.83109

c (N-s/m)
67573
32947
4626
1248
35341
15300
2594
3286
1840
449
157
1331
193
10985
42620
51484

Figure C.1. Tool tip FRF for the x (feed) direction. The real (top) and imaginary (bottom) parts of
the complex valued FRF are presented.
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Figure C.2. Tool tip FRF for the y direction. The real (top) and imaginary (bottom) parts of the
complex valued FRF are presented.
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Table C.3. CMD modal parameters for the stability measurement setup in the x (feed) and y
directions.

Direction
x
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

m (kg)
0.698
328.120
170.733
90.087
126.798
76.151
38.573
11.282
4.596
4.868
64.251
45.307
66.769
1.078
27.137
3.288
9.618
2.596
7.566
1.228
2.538
17.166
9.875

Aluminum CMD
k (N/m)
2.08107
1.03108
4.99108
1.78109
5.91109
4.45109
4.01109
2.18109
1.11109
1.27109
1.831010
1.441010
2.171010
3.77108
9.96109
1.40109
4.40109
1.26109
4.14109
7.35108
1.58109
1.221010
7.96109
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c (N-s/m)
43
36110
30917
16172
83599
44629
48575
9849
6002
3633
12751
9664
12612
1372
11231
3628
5130
2302
5516
1519
1206
4618
10479

Figure C.3. CMD FRF for the x (feed) direction. The real (top) and imaginary (bottom) parts of the
complex valued FRF are presented.

Figure C.4. CMD FRF for the y direction. The real (top) and imaginary (bottom) parts of the complex
valued FRF are presented.
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Table C.4. Damped CMD modal parameters for the stability measurement setup in the x (feed) and
y directions.

Direction
x
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

Aluminum CMD (damped)
m (kg)
k (N/m)
0.701
2.07107
1.231010
4334.195
5.93108
182.268
2.14109
106.509
1.95109
42.190
8.50109
152.618
1.441010
182.646
1.35109
14.408
4.42109
36.573
1.97109
12.639
3.17108
1.555
9.35109
43.098
1.001011
453.258
2.231010
93.694
6.35109
25.323
9.32108
2.805
1.141010
27.777
1.44109
2.990
5.83108
1.072
5.40109
9.755
1.001011
177.937
6.18108
1.078
8.46109
9.715
4.71109
4.884
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c (N-s/m)
99
204353
16828
24751
60633
40556
53112
15197
16729
21354
2508
7871
1077191
30614
15557
2065
22029
4892
1030
3260
144264
449
2695
6702

Figure C.5. Damped CMD FRF for the x (feed) direction. The real (top) and imaginary (bottom)
parts of the complex valued FRF are presented.

Figure C.6. Damped CMD FRF for the y direction. The real (top) and imaginary (bottom) parts of
the complex valued FRF are presented.
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Predicted and measured vibration behavior (CMD no added damping)
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure C.7. Vibration behavior for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 1 mm}. Predicted displacement (a),
velocity (b), and OPT Poincaré map (c) and measured displacement (d), velocity (e), and OPT
Poincaré map (f).
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure C.8. Vibration behavior for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 2 mm}. Predicted displacement (a),
velocity (b), and OPT Poincaré map (c) and measured displacement (d), velocity (e), and OPT
Poincaré map (f).
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure C.9. Vibration behavior for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 3 mm}. Predicted displacement (a),
velocity (b), and OPT Poincaré map (c) and measured displacement (d), velocity (e), and OPT
Poincaré map (f).
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure C.10. Vibration behavior for marginally stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 4 mm}. Predicted
displacement (a), velocity (b), and OPT Poincaré map (c) and measured displacement (d), velocity
(e), and OPT Poincaré map (f).
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure C.11. Vibration behavior for regenerative chatter (secondary Hopf bifurcation) at {4900 rpm,
5 mm}. Predicted displacement (a), velocity (b), and OPT Poincaré map (c) and measured
displacement (d), velocity (e), and OPT Poincaré map (f).
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure C.12. Vibration behavior for regenerative chatter (secondary Hopf bifurcation) at {4900 rpm,
6 mm}. Predicted displacement (a), velocity (b), and OPT Poincaré map (c) and measured
displacement (d), velocity (e), and OPT Poincaré map (f).
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Predicted and measured vibration behavior (CMD with added damping)
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure C.13. Vibration behavior for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 1 mm}. Predicted displacement (a),
velocity (b), and OPT Poincaré map (c) and measured displacement (d), velocity (e), and OPT
Poincaré map (f).
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure C.14. Vibration behavior for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 2 mm}. Predicted displacement (a),
velocity (b), and OPT Poincaré map (c) and measured displacement (d), velocity (e), and OPT
Poincaré map (f)
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure C.15. Vibration behavior for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 3 mm}. Predicted displacement
(a), velocity (b), and OPT Poincaré map (c) and measured displacement (d), velocity (e), and
OPT Poincaré map (f)
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure C.16. Vibration behavior for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 4 mm}. Predicted displacement (a),
velocity (b), and OPT Poincaré map (c) and measured displacement (d), velocity (e), and OPT
Poincaré map (f).
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure C.17. Vibration behavior for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 5 mm}. Predicted displacement (a),
velocity (b), and OPT Poincaré map (c) and measured displacement (d), velocity (e), and OPT
Poincaré map (f).
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure C.18. Vibration behavior for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 6 mm}. Predicted displacement (a),
velocity (b), and OPT Poincaré map (c) and measured displacement (d), velocity (e), and OPT
Poincaré map (f).
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure C.19. Vibration behavior for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 7 mm}. Predicted displacement (a),
velocity (b), and OPT Poincaré map (c) and measured displacement (d), velocity (e), and OPT
Poincaré map (f).
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure C.20. Vibration behavior for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 8 mm}. Predicted displacement (a),
velocity (b), and OPT Poincaré map (c) and measured displacement (d), velocity (e), and OPT
Poincaré map (f)
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure C.21. Vibration behavior for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 9 mm}. Predicted displacement (a),
velocity (b), and OPT Poincaré map (c) and measured displacement (d), velocity (e), and OPT
Poincaré map (f)
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure C.22. Vibration behavior for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 10 mm}. Predicted displacement
(a), velocity (b), and OPT Poincaré map (c) and measured displacement (d), velocity (e), and OPT
Poincaré map (f)
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Figure C.23. Vibration behavior for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 11 mm}. Predicted displacement
(a), velocity (b), and OPT Poincaré map (c) and measured displacement (d), velocity (e), and OPT
Poincaré map (f)
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Figure C.24. Vibration behavior for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 12 mm}. Predicted displacement
(a), velocity (b), and OPT Poincaré map (c) and measured displacement (d), velocity (e), and OPT
Poincaré map (f)
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Figure C.25. Vibration behavior for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 13 mm}. Predicted displacement
(a), velocity (b), and OPT Poincaré map (c) and measured displacement (d), velocity (e), and OPT
Poincaré map (f)
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Figure C.26. Vibration behavior for stable cutting at {4900 rpm, 14 mm}. Predicted displacement
(a), velocity (b), and OPT Poincaré map (c) and measured displacement (d), velocity (e), and OPT
Poincaré map (f)
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